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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Apparel manufacturing has drastically transformed in the last hundred years.

Mass production and the ready-to-wear industry for women’s apparel began in the first
two decades of the twentieth century (Tortora & Eubank, 2010, p. 424). Nowadays, the
predominantly global apparel industry is a highly mechanized system. The face of the
tailor or dressmaker has now been replaced with an assembly of smooth running
machinery, designed to optimize efficiency. But has the apparel industry truly changed
much at the core? What is the new face to this multifaceted industry?
From the food industry to the apparel industry, consumers worldwide have
created a new demand: knowing the source of the products they consume. Focusing on
the U.S. consumer, how will this demand affect the apparel industry? With so many
advancements in only a hundred years, the future for the apparel, textile, and footwear
industries holds numerous possibilities. Looking at the patterns from the past may help
determine the projected outcome of these industries in the future.
Fashion permeates society: “Fashion, in the form of cultural standards of beauty,
plays an important role” (Tortora, 2015, p. 153). Not only is apparel fashion a daily
component of society, it transcends generations and cultures. Although technology
provides a vital role in accelerating the supply chain of the apparel industry, various
nuances involving corporate social responsibility, globalization, and sustainability also
influence the decision making of contemporary apparel companies. Many of these
influences are driven by consumer demand.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of my research was to analyze two separate but comparable garments

in style, function, and content - one from the 1910s and one from 2015. My research
objective was to visually analyze the garment structure and construction to determine the
process by which each garment was made in order to compare and contrast their
production methods and to highlight the evolution of apparel production in the two time
periods previously stated.
Assumptions
I assumed I would find drastic differences not only in how each garment was
made but its component parts as well. The modern day garment will likely be a product
of global manufacturing, while the 1910s garment most likely was locally or domestically
manufactured. By analyzing a garment made at the beginning of the modernization of
apparel production and a contemporary garment, my data will provide insight to and
forecast the evolution of the production process in the future.
Definitions
c. 1915 – a ten year time frame ranging from 1905 to 1925.
Armistice Blouse – commonly worn from 1917-1920 by U.S. women at the end
of WWI, these blouses were generally unlined, white, off-white, or a pale pastel, and
made from “handkerchief linen, cotton lawn or voile, or sometimes silk chiffon” (La
Bricoleuse, 2015, para. 1). Features include a front yoke, left side closure with small
mother of pearl buttons, and flat collars commonly trimmed with lace. Drawn thread
work and embroidery could be seen on the front panel and collar. The manufacture of
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these blouses took place at home, or they were purchased from local shops or catalogs
(La Bricoleuse, 2015).
Braid – a woven band made of threads from cotton, silk, and or other material,
often used as a decorative edging or trimming on a garment (“Braid,” 2015).
Collection – similar to a line but generally used by high-fashion designers to
present a group of apparel items to the buying public (Burns, Mullet, & Bryant, 2011, p.
563).
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) – computer software/hardware systems that aid
in garment or fabric design (Burns et al., 2011, p. 563).
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) – a philosophy pertaining to a
company’s accountability in the aspects of labor, human rights, and environmental
consequences in the process of making business decisions (Burns et al., 2011, p. 564).
Drawnwork/drawn-thread work – considered a combination of hem stitching
and embroidery, often worked with any type of fancy stitch. Threads are often cut and
taken out, creating striking patterns (Banner, 1898, pp. 22-23).
Dyestuff – a substance, synthetic (chemical) or natural, that can be used as a dye,
especially in a solution (“Dyestuff,” 2015; Kadolph, 2010).
Electric Data Interchange (EDI) – company communication via computer-tocomputer (Burns et al., 2011, p. 567).
Edwardian – the style period c. 1900-1909 in America that characterized
woman’s fashions with the S-shaped silhouette (Tortora & Eubank, 2010, p. 424).
Fabric count/yarn number – the number of warp yarns (vertical yarns) versus
the number of filling yarns (horizontal yarns) in a 1”x1” section of the fabric being tested.
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A higher count signifies a better quality fabric. A balanced fabric has approximately a 1:1
ratio; anything otherwise is considered unbalanced (Kadolph, 2010, pp. 264-265).
Faggoting – a sewing technique used to join two pieces of material (generally
silk, satin, cotton, or linen) with an insertion stitch. A small space would be left between
the pieces of material, creating a unique visual element. Commonly used in Victorian
times for lingerie (Schlueter, 2014).
Fashion – a cultural pattern that reoccurs, originally an imitation of the upper
class by the lower class, to gain superficial status symbols. Since the twenty-fist century,
fashion change is no longer only associated with the upper class (Tortora & Eubank,
2011, p. 102).
Fast Fashion – exceedingly rapid supply chain operations that respond and cater
to consumer’s demand of fashion products (Burns et al., 2011, p. 568).
Globalization – the codependence and intertwining of the nations’ economies
(Burns et al., 2011, p. 33).
Fashion season – a categorical term used to organize lines or collections by the
season of the year in which the consumer would presumably wear the merchandise
(Burns et al., 2011, p. 568).
Hemstitching – traditionally used to adorn hems, hemstitching is considered a
category of drawn threadwork. Threads are removed from the fabric (commonly linen,
cotton, or silk) to create gaps and design features. The first hemstitching machine became
available during the late nineteenth century (Seamwork, 2015).
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Information Technology (IT) – “the study or use of systems (especially

computers and telecommunications) for storing, retrieving, and sending information”
(“Information technology,” 2015).
Jabot – frilly ruffles often paired with bodices and placed at the front of the neck
(Tortora & Eubank, 2010, p. 427).
Line – apparel items linked together by a central theme into either several small
groups or one large group (Burns et al., 2011, p. 572).
Multichannel retailing – a retail system where merchandise is offered via bricksand-mortar stores, catalogs, and generally websites (Burns et al., 2011, p. 574).
Point of measure (POM) – a point (or several) on a garment that lists and defines
the specific measurement and its location. POMs are often illustrated on a technical flat
of the garment (Lee & Steen, 2010, p. 379).
Pop-up Retail – a temporary or mobile specialty store that concentrates on new
fads or live events (Burns et al., 2011, p. 576).
Quick Response (QR) – a strategy developed to shorten the business cycle in
production from the raw materials to the consumer, responds to the consumers’ wants and
needs, and promotes business partnerships (Burns et al., 2011, pp. 26, 578).
Quotas – numerical limit (in units) of specific categories of imports from specific
countries (Burns et al., 2011, p. 375).
Ready-to-wear (RTW) – also referred to as “off-the-rack,” mass produced
apparel constructed from standard sizing (Burns et al., 2011, p. 578).
Retro – an abbreviation for retrospective, retro styles are inspired by previous
styles in the past (Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, p. 602).
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Shirtwaist/waist/bodice/blouse – a term for a top, shirtwaists (also referred to as

a “waist”) varied from resembling a man’s shirt to being covered with decorative details
such as lace, embroidery, and frills, and helped initiate the RTW industry (Tortora &
Eubank, 2010, p. 399). Bodices are considered the "portion of a dress or coat between the
shoulders and waist" (Callan, 1998, p. 37). A blouse is a long- or short-sleeved loose
upper garment for women (Callan, 1998, p. 36).
Sourcing/Outsourcing – the process of deciding where and how part or all of a
company’s products will be produced; outsourcing occurs outside of the home country
(Burns et al., 2011, p. 581).
Sportswear – casual dress worn for daytime, evening, or work (Tortora, 2015, p.
184)
Supply chain – the series of functions that occur to process a fiber into yarn,
fabric, and fabric finishing such as printing and dyeing (Brannon, 2010, p. 411)
Stiches per inch (SPI) – the number of stitches found in a seam or topstitching,
starting from needle penetration and ending one inch away (Lee & Steen, 2010, p. 152).
Style – a type, quality, or form of something (for the purpose of this thesis style
refers to apparel); “the state of being popular” ; a distinct way in which something is done
(“Style,” 2015).
Supply chain management (SCM) – similar to QR, SCM includes all the
necessary actions needed to coordinate and manage the process of obtaining raw
materials; manufacturing, transporting, distributing, and managing the selling portion of
the goods; to decrease the time it takes for a product to get to its consumer (Burns et al.,
2011, pp. 31-32).
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Tariff – governmental taxes on imports (Burns et al., 2011, p. 375).
Textile/Clothing Technology Corporation ([TC]2) – a nonprofit organization

dedicated to testing, developing, and teaching advanced apparel technology (Burns et al.,
2011, p. 583).
Triple bottom line – factoring in people, planet, and profit when making
sourcing decisions (Burns et al., 2011, p. 369).
World Dress – apparel that is in high volume and commonly worn for both men
and women, sometimes being gender and age neutral (Tortora, 2015, pp. 207-208)
Zeitgeist – the overall social and cultural norm associated with a certain time
period (Burns et al., 2011, p. 586).
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Twentieth Century Apparel
The goal of analyzing a garment from the 1910s, and a comparable garment in
style, function, and content from 2015, was to observe first-hand the parallels and
progression of apparel production in approximately a 100-year span by examining the
garment structure and construction. Focusing on U.S. women’s fashions and apparel
production during the 1910s, the first section below provides an overview of 1910s
women’s fashions and briefly highlights fashion and U.S. events following the 1910s, up
to the 2000s, followed by a discussion on the transformation from handmade garments to
the ready-to-wear (RTW) industry and twentieth century manufacturing. The second half
describes 2015 women’s fashions, present day ready-to-wear (RTW) production, and
sourcing globally.

1910s Women’s Fashions
In the 1910s women’s fashion was often “scrutinized and discussed.” Some
believed women should “maintain a sense of propriety, dress femininely, and be confined
to the private, domestic world” while others thought “women should express their
opinions publicly, dress comfortably in clothing designed for an active lifestyle, and be
part of public life and work” (Peterson, Hewitt, Vaughan, Kellogg, & Payne, 2008, p.
169). As the century progressed, women’s clothing began to reflect the later opinion.
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1910s garment characteristics. U.S. women’s fashions in the 1910s began to

transition from the frills and high collars of the previous decade and toward a simpler,
slimmer silhouette (Peterson et al., 2008, pp. 183-184; Ley, 1975, p. 70). The years 1909
to1914 were characterized by the “empire revival” where the silhouette commonly had an
elevated empire waistline (Peterson et al., 2008, p. 183). Additional fashion elements
included the hobble skirt, a skirt with a narrow opening around the ankles introduced by
fashion designer Paul Poiret and Asian influences such as the kimono-style sleeves from
Japan. Although Edwardian influences still existed, the transformation of the new style
period of the 1910s was evident in garments such as bodices (or shirtwaists), which were
often simple with straight, tight-fitting sleeves (Tortora & Eubank, 2010, p. 432).
Bodices had a loose, easy fit, often paired with skirts and were loosely belted. In general,
necklines were squared or V-shaped, occasionally there were sailor collars (Tortora &
Eubank, 2010, p. 435). As in the previous decade, shirtwaists were still paired with skirts
or suits but with simpler decoration. Styles ranged from imitating tailored men’s shirts
“complete with high collars and neckties” (Peterson et al., 2008, p. 184) to more feminine
silhouettes with lower lapels and necklines, often worn with jabots (Peterson et al., 2008,
p. 184; Tortora & Eubank, 2010, p. 432). Additional “special features of the blouses that
were worn with skirts or suits included sleeves and yokes cut in one, leg-of-mutton
sleeves, and Medici or standing collars with necks that were open or round or square at
the front” (Tortora & Eubank, 2010, p. 435).
More specifically, shirtwaists of “fine white cotton and trimmed with lace and
white embroidery were popular in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century” and
functioned well as a lighter alternative to wear in the summertime or during time spent
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outside. Having a slightly transparent quality, women wore camisoles to retain modesty.
Commonly white because the color was symbolic of youth and purity, “young women
also wore more formal versions for occasions like graduation and as evening wear”
(Pittock Mansion, 2015a). If the garment wore out or styles had changed, the lace was
often switched over to the new garment.
1910s garment textiles, colors, and embellishments. Between 1908 and 1912
textiles had a “firm” and “heavy” texture but became much softer and thinner afterwards
(Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, p. 40). Cotton, wool, and silk were still the most common
fibers used. Around 1907, the U.S. annually raised three-fourths of the world’s cotton
crop over six billion pounds, predominantly supplied by Texas, then Georgia, Alabama,
and Mississippi (Watson, 1907, p. 29). Popular fabrics of the time were foulard, a finely
woven twill of cotton or silk with geometric patterns; batiste, a lightweight cotton with a
fine weave; silk shantung for dress daytime apparel; silk, cashmere, and velvet for
afternoon fine casual wear; wool in a plain or cheviot weave for fall and winter casual
wear (Peterson et al., 2008, p. 185). When the U.S. entered WWI in 1917, wool supplies
were primarily reserved for war purposes such as uniforms, while silk and cotton filled
the void left by the absence of wool in civilian’s garments (Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007,
p.40).
Popular colors of the time changed from “candy-colored pastels to putty, brown,
black, cypress green, navy blue, plum, mauve, and deft blue (Peterson et al., 2008, p.
184). Colors lost their vividness due to somber mood of WWI and the shortage of
dyestuffs. Germany had supplied the U.S. with dyestuffs but ceased to export them
because they redirected their chemical production towards explosives. To compensate,
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the U.S. began to develop synthetic dyes, and “American companies substituted less
durable, vivid, and diverse natural dyestuffs” (Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, p. 35).
Fashion “fads for white or white-and-black ensembles helped Americans cope” with the
unexpected dyestuff limitation (Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, p. 35). Between 1914 and
1918, black, white, tan, and navy were the predominant colors, while subdued pastels
indicated summery garments (Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, pp. 40-41). By the end of
the war, U.S. chemical companies were able to supply the desired dyestuffs (Farrell-Beck
& Parsons, 2007, pp. 35-37).
Decorative details and embellishments were conventionally applied to edges of
garments; lace could be the sole material for collars or cuffs or used as an edging on the
hem of a skirt or tunic (Peterson et al., 2008, p. 185). A popular embellishment
throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth century, lace was considered a luxury
because of its high cost and the labor and skill required to create it. Cost, however, was
dependent on the quality of the lace and the way it was constructed, either by professional
lace makers or by crocheting, knitting, or tatting. “Because of the expense and delicacy of
lace, owners often cut it off and moved it to new clothing, and removed it before
laundering a garment” (Pittock Mansion, 2015b). Handmade lace was considered
superior to machine-made lace and exclusively worn by the affluent. However, lacemaking technology developed around the late nineteenth century that made machinemade lace nearly indistinguishable from the prized handmade lace. With the growing
acceptance of machine-made lace by society and increased affordability, lace fashions
became accessible to women of lesser means (Davis, 2010).
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Additional embellishments included braids and embroidery, which often trimmed

necklines, collars, and/or cuffs. By 1912, fur became a popular trim along sleeves,
necklines, and hems. Additionally, lapels, also known as revers, became a stylistic focal
point “with contrasting colors of satin, velvet, and embroidery. Fabric sashes, fabric belts,
and leather belts accentuated the elevated waistlines” (Peterson et al., 2008, p. 185).
Factors affecting 1910s fashion. The automobile changed the “habits and
fashions of the middle class” because it created the need for special driving clothes and

enabled people who lived in the country and small towns to have immediate
access to the large cities and, therefore, the large stores. In those stores the women
saw the latest fashions, and this exposure created a demand for fashionable
clothes. (Ley, 1975, p. 64)

The addition of new and more frequent social events, enabled by the invention of the
automobile, created the need for more clothes (Ley, 1975, p. 64). “In 1900 the average
woman had in her wardrobe a few housedresses and one or two ‘good’ dresses for
Sundays and special holidays. By 1920 she needed several good dresses for daytime and
evening to meet her new requirements,” such as attending theaters or restaurants, or
traveling long distances to visit family and friends (Ley, 1975, p. 64). To meet this new
need, new stores were built where delivery trucks could easily supply ready-made clothes
(Ley, 1975, p. 64). All of these factors enabled the growth of the ready-to-wear (RTW)
industry.
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American RTW manufacturers copied the clothes of the French couture, which

influenced fashion for the entire Western World. The silhouette of the earlier part of the
decade was straight up and down with a natural waist that neither cinched nor corseted
excessively (Ley, 1975, p. 70). The simpler silhouettes supported RTW production and
RTW production promoted simpler silhouettes.

Overview of Women’s Fashions Post 1910s
Since the 1910s, the apparel industry has changed, developed, and evolved into
the mature industry it is today. The following sections highlight a selection of the fashion
trends, developments, and current events occurring after the 1910s through 2010,
although not every year will be listed. Unless otherwise noted, these characteristics refer
to U.S. women’s fashions.
From 1919 to 1928 the silhouette for women continued to slim down and
deemphasize curves, contributing to the popular boy-girl garçonne look. Womenswear
“shrunk” evidenced in shorter hemlines, though still modest from a 2015 perspective, and
in dresses with bare arms (Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, pp. 52-53, 66).
During 1929 to 1938 the Great Depression depleted the textile and apparel
industries; however, sportswear, brand names, and specialized industries such as junior
and plus size gained prominence. The college student and workingwoman emerged as the
fashion industry’s targeted customer (Burns et al., 2011, pp. 15-17), and innovations such
as the zipper as a fashion closure also occurred during this period (Farrell-Beck &
Parsons, 2007, p. 97).
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Table 1
Highlights of Women’s Fashions from 1919-1938
Year Event
1919

marked the approval of prohibition by Congress

1920

a nationwide suffrage movement occurred

1923

hips were emphasized in women’s dresses, uplift bra was first developed, and the
shingle bob hairstyle became prevalent

1925

introduced Oxford bag trousers and Celanese acetate

1926

daytime hemlines were approximately knee length

1928

jeans were portrayed as fashion apparel

1929

the stock market crashes, instigating The Great Depression; meanwhile, in the
fashion world, waistlines rise from their previously low setting and hemlines drop

1931

Empire State Building opens

1932

Franklin D. Roosevelt becomes the new president,

1933

the 21st Amendment is created repealing prohibition

1934

styles change to include a wider shoulder

1936

the peak of surrealist influence on fashion and illustration

(Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, pp. 52-53, 80-81; Burns et al., 2011, pp.15-17)

RTW production predominantly occurred in modern factories during 1939 to
1946, and the U.S. fashion industry founded organizations such as The Fashion Group
International and the New York Couture Group to endorse and strengthen the industry.
(Burns et al., 2011, pp. 17, 19). WWII influenced textiles and apparel even after it
concluded and increased the prominence of American designers among consumers
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(Burns et al., 2011, pp. 17; Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, p. 123). In 1947 to 1958 as
synthetic textiles such as acrylic and polyester increased in use, a specialized category of
teenage fashion developed (Burns et al., 2011, pp. 17, 19), and fashions tended to be
conservative and conformed to the fashion rules dictated by fashion publications (FarrellBeck & Parsons, 2007, p. 147).
Table 2
Highlights of Women’s Fashions from 1939-1958
Year Event
1939

WWII began in Europe; Nylon hosiery becomes available and Parisian women
are introduced to the full-skirt silhouette

1940

Nazis occupy Paris in 1940; many French couture houses close and American
designers take the spotlight in the fashion industry

1941

U.S. enters the war; silhouettes at this time are described as “clingy”

1942

brought the increase in sales of slacks for women and characteristics of slim suits
and broad shoulders

1944

founding of the Fashion Institute of Technology

1945

Harry S. Truman replaces Roosevelt as president; nylon becomes available in in
limited amounts

1946

signaled the end of wartime consumer controls and the beginning of the “baby
boom.” Theatre de la Mode arrives in the U.S., and silhouettes turn to softer
shapes and narrower shoulders

1947

Dior introduces the New Look silhouette

1948

Velcro is invented
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1951

DuPont markets “Dacron” polyester

1952

Eisenhower becomes the next U.S. president; a major fashion fad is for “beanies”
with a propeller top

1953

felt circle skirts become the next fad for women

1954

Dior introduces a new silhouette for women, called the “H” look, that is straighter
while emphasizing the hips. Chanel also reopens her couture house; during the
same year the Supreme Court rules that segregation in the education system is
unconstitutional.

1955

Dior introduces the “A-line” silhouette; semifitted styles are the main silhouette
on runway shows

1957

voting rights are protected, and Yves Saint Laurent succeeds the late Dior as the
main designer for the House of Dior.

(Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, pp. 108-109, 132-133; Burns et al., 2011, pp.17, 19).
Key characteristics of the range of 1959 to1968 included the preference of
synthetic fibers over natural, RTW fashions were standard worldwide, and discount
retailing was introduced and supported outsourcing (Burns et al., 2011, pp. 19-22).
Women’s fashion trends drew inspiration from historical, ethnic, or space age designs
(Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, pp. 173-174). During 1969 to1978 American designers
gained notoriety, companies began to change to vertical integration, and computer
technology joined the apparel and textile industries (Burns et al., 2011, pp. 21-22). At the
beginning of this period, the hippie style was still worn by adolescents but mainstream
fashion changed to simple and minimalistic RTW. By the late seventies, career fashion
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followed the “dress for success” mantra, and American designers began to put “logos and
initials on the outside of clothes” (Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, pp. 198-199).

Table 3
Highlights of Women’s Fashions from 1959-1978
Year Event
1959

the slim bodice with a full or slim skirt was the stylish silhouette

1960

John F. Kennedy becomes president, and fashion becomes influenced by
Jacqueline Kennedy’s style; bodice shapes transform to have more ease in the
same year

1962

marks the Cuban missile crisis and the first overseas television broadcast;
discount chain stores Target and WalMart open

1963

Kennedy was assassinated and Lyndon B. Johnson succeeds him as president

1964

the Civil Rights Act of 1964 gets passed and the baby boom officially ends; the
Beatles come to the U.S. and influence fashion, and the flared pant trend begins

1965

brought many trends such as high-waisted styles, miniskirts, Saint Laurent’s “Le
Smoking” tuxedo for women, and the impact of Hippie culture

1966

apparel is a $15 billion dollar industry; shift dresses are the popular style, but
paper dresses become a fad. “Op art” also influences apparel

1968

marks the assassinations of Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King, Jr.
Meanwhile, fashion influences from India and athletic shoes specifically for
jogging are introduced

1969

an eclectic year for fashion.

1970

initiated the platform shoe style and the midi/miniskirt debate
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1971

hot pants fad

1972

Nixon retains presidency and the styles of the ‘30s and ‘40s become popular once
again; creation of Nike brand footwear

1973

the wrap dress is a popular style

1974

Gerald Ford becomes president after Nixon resigns; the economy faces the worst
recession in 40 years

1976

marks the beginning of Punk fashions; Jimmy Carter is elected.

1977

“Annie Hall” look and fashion from Saturday Night Fever become popular

1978

the “Dress for Success” movement appears

(Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, pp. 158-159, 184-185; Burns et al., 2011, pp. 19-23).
Major developments in the fashion industry occurred during these decades. The
years 1979 to1988 included the development of Quick Response (QR) strategies and the
Textile/Clothing Technology Corporation ([TC]2) (Burns et al., 2011, pp. 26-27). Fashion
trends included retro dressing, expansion of the hippie style, and garment silhouettes that
were oversized, form fitting, or had a characteristic of broad shoulders (Farrell-Beck &
Parsons, 2007, p. 227). Developments from 1989 to1999 comprised the implementation
of the supply chain management strategy (SCM), e-commerce (online business), fast
fashion, and pop-up retail (Burns et al., 2011, pp. 31, 36-38). Fashion emphasized
branding and image rather than seasonal styles (Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, p. 255).
Characteristics of 2000 to 2010 were the incorporation of corporate social responsibility
(CSR) and consumer’s expectation of businesses having multichannel retailing (Burns et
al., 2011, p. 38). A common fashion trend in the early 2000s was incorporating several
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textures, colors, and patterns when matching pieces (Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, p.
281).
Table 4
Highlights of Women’s Fashions from 1979-2010
Year Event
1979

“Dress for Success” style is prevalent

1980

Ronald Reagan is elected; designer jeans gain momentum, initiation of [TC]2

1981

the creation of MTV, which influences fashions

1982

long skirts and broader shoulders are fashion characteristics

1983

off-the-shoulder styles and dance fashions influenced by Flashdance

1984

androgynous fashions become popular, creation of Crafted with Pride in U.S.A.
Council

1985

Reagan vetoes quotas for shoe and textile imports; trend of stirrup pants paired
with oversized tops

1986

accessories and surface designs are characterized by bright colors and geometric
shapes

1987

the U.S. stock market crashes

1988

George H. Bush becomes president; fashion varies from long and short hemlines
and fitted to oversized silhouettes

1989

trend of long jackets paired with short skirts

1990

brought back 1960s fashions of miniskirts and bright colors

1991

Persian Gulf War begins and influences patriotic-themed clothing
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Bill Clinton gets elected; animal prints become popular as well as reintroducing
‘40s fashions

1993

the grunge look first appears in designer lines

1994

fashions slim down

1995

Amazon.com is introduced; T-shirts, chinos, and other casual garments are
mainstream; World Trade Organization (WTO) established

1996

high heels are in style again, classic looks are prevalent

1998

glamorous looks start to be restored in fashion; [TC]2 develops a commercially
accessible 3D body measurement system

2000

stock market begins its downturn

2001

9/11 terrorist attacks; trends for red-white-blue, textured hair; New York fashion
regroups

2002

evident eclecticism in fashion

2003

economic rebound is initiated, [TC]2 sizing census, tweeds become popular

2004

women’s jackets, preppy styles, striped shirts, and tapered-leg jeans are some of
the popular styles of the time; launching of Facebook

2005

phasing out of textile and apparel quotas for WTO members

2006

launching of Twitter

2009

social media is used by Macy’s and Bloomingdale’s to reach customers

(Farrell Beck & Parsons, 2007, pp. 210-211, 238-239, 268-269; Burns et al., 2011, pp.
26-28, 31, 36-38, 40-41)
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Twentieth Century Apparel Production: 1910s

RTW vs. Handmade
Dressmaking. During the nineteenth century, dressmaking was the predominant
trade for working-class women who made their living by sewing. Dressmaking was
appealing because it utilized domestic skills already familiar to working-class women,
but also dressmakers were accorded a higher esteem and pay than other occupations
involving the needle, such as mending. In comparison, “dressmakers designed, cut, and
fit fashionable gowns,” while seamstresses, often their employees, “merely’ sewed the
seams and attached the trimmings according to the designer’s instructions” (Amneus,
2003, p. 43). The true ingenuity of a dressmaker came from her ability to accurately fit a
custom-made garment to her client’s specifications. Proper fit even trumped luxurious
fabric. Dressmakers were considered designers, craftswomen, and artists due to their high
skill “not only in the technical aspects of sewing, cutting, and fitting garments but also in
the creative aspects” (Amneus, 2003, p. 50).
Although some women could attain the status of dressmaker by learning at home
“many women learned the trade by becoming apprentices” (Amneus, 2003, p. 51).
Ideally, an apprentice would board with her mentor and learn the trade in a set time to be
able to open up her own establishment. Apprentices were not paid, and parents
sometimes had to pay the dressmaker to take their daughter on as an apprentice. Some
apprentices never learned the trade and were instead used as errand girls in order to not
add competition to the dressmaking field. By 1840, tradeswomen recognized how costineffective it was to keep an apprentice, and the apprentice system broke down (Amneus,
2003, p. 51). Nevertheless, “technical education [was] necessary in order to become a
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successful dressmaker” (Amneus, 2003, p. 51). Trade schools developed to teach women
skills, such as dressmaking, in the second half of the nineteenth century.
Because a woman’s reputation rested heavily on her clothing and fashion choices,
she could not wear nor dress her family in poorly made clothing as it reflected ill taste, a
lack of finances, and reflected negatively on her reputation. Clothing served as a way to
display character and class; “exceptional construction, as well as the materials and
personal flair of both the maker and the wearer, played a crucial role in distinguishing a
woman’s social status through her clothing” (Amneus, 2003, pp. 43-44). During this time
period, work and fashion were not associated together because “fashion implied pleasure
and self-indulgence” (Amneus, 2003, p. 44).
If fashions stayed relatively the same, many nineteenth century women would
make and remake their wardrobe using an old garment as a base pattern. Since the early
nineteenth century, “drafting systems for both professional dressmakers and amateur
seamstresses were available” (Amneus, 2003, p. 44). Furthermore, “mass produced, sized
paper patterns were introduced in the 1860s, and by 1871, the Butterick Company was
producing twenty-three thousand patterns daily and sold more than six million that year
alone” (Amneus, 2003, p. 44; Tortora, 2015, p. 135). Although women could make their
own clothing, many lacked the prerequisite skill to meet society’s standards of proper
style and fit and enlisted a dressmaker to create for them a fashionable wardrobe. Women
of moderate means might limit which garments were made by a dressmaker to special
occasions, such as weddings. Dressmakers made their living from these women
throughout the nineteenth and into the early twentieth century (Amneus, 2003, pp. 44,50)
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Early in the twentieth century, RTW fashions began to infiltrate womenswear at a

heightened pace; however, dressmaking and custom-made stayed in business, partially
due to the genuine intimacy created between a dressmaker and her client that RTW could
not provide. By patronizing a dressmaker, a woman received an original design that was
not available in mass production, and “individualized service that could not be obtained
in any other setting” (Amneus, 2003, p. 62). Another aspect of dressmaking was that it
“brought together women from very different social milieus” without conflict (p. 62).
Although wealthy clients were distinctly aware of the socioeconomic difference between
themselves and their dressmaker, dressmakers viewed themselves as having improved
their social status and asserted their respectability (p. 62).
Nevertheless, the previously intricate fashions of the nineteenth century that
catered to a dressmaker’s skills began to change in the 1910s and 1920s to a more simple
and loose silhouette. Furthermore, “the progress of the ready-made garment industry for
women’s wear accelerated in the twentieth century with the continued simplification of
dress construction” (Amneus, 2003, p. 137). Simply stated, fashions in the turn of the
century no longer required the skill and individualization provided by a dressmaker and
were more economically constructed via mass production: “In 1897, only 10 percent of
the clothing produced in the United States was ready-made. By 1910, virtually every
article of women’s dress could be purchased as a ready-to-wear item” and “women of
every social class were regularly buying clothing off the rack” (p. 137). The art of
dressmaking soon gave way to “the convenience and economical advantage of readymade garments” (p. 137). RTW garments did not require its customers to live in urban
areas as mail-order catalogs could supply fashionable choices to anyone with a postal
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address. Department stores were the other main alternative to conveniently purchase
ready-made garments and ended dressmaking as the primary method of obtaining a
wardrobe. A great asset of the department store was their ability to offer “a wide variety
of items under one roof” and to create for their customer, particularly women, an
atmosphere of “opulence, luxury, and abundance that the typical dressmaker could not
provide” often making them the preferred method of obtaining garments over the
dressmaker (pp. 137-142).
Some dressmakers did continue their practice but altered their methods to meet
their clients’ needs. Dressmakers were apt to keep their wealthier clients, who often
preferred not to mix with those of lower classes. When department stores created a
custom dressmaking salon, even the elite began to see the lure of what a department store
provided. Dressmakers still offered individualization and intimacy, but some dressmakers
began to increase the amount of seamstresses hired to quicken the pace of production
(Amneus, 2003, pp. 144-146). Anne and May Shogren were reputable dressmakers and
couturiers in Portland, Oregon. Established in 1880, by 1920 they “employed over 100
women in their downtown Portland shop” and had their own label (Pittock Mansion,
2015c). Even though dressmaking and handmade garments still continued, they became
obsolete as a specialized craft.
Transition to RTW. At the beginning of the twentieth century, RTW was
predominantly worn by the working class because it was “relatively inexpensive and did
not require the time commitment of sewing the garment oneself or visiting a tailor or
seamstress” and helped immigrants to quickly achieve the American look (Peterson et al.,
2008, pp. 32, 155). During the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the clothing
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industry consisted of “a maze of inside and outside shops, of small factories and home
manufacture, of contracting and subcontracting and contracting beyond that” (Kidwell &
Christman, 1974, p. 97). Tailors, seamstresses, department stores, and mail-order
companies were the main clothing retailers at the beginning of the century (Peterson et
al., 2008, p. 32). Initially, tailor shops and seamstresses were the primary sources for
custom-made apparel and alterations to garments purchased in the store, in the majority
of urban areas. Urban areas housed a variety of “small, boutique clothing shops” that
were often family owned and specialized for men’s, women’s, or children’s wear, while
other shops encompassed the entire family. Jewelry, footwear, imported or used clothing
were also examples of specialty shops (Peterson et al., 2008, p. 158). After WWI,
department stores added make-up counters and marketed Parisian imports in response to
growing American consumerism (Peterson et al., 2008, p. 32). The rise of the sewing
machine, which was patented, promoted, and improved in 1846 by Elias Howe, William
Thomas, and Isaac Merritt Singer respectively, “made a gradual and significant impact on
the production of garments in both the commercial and domestic spheres” (Breward,
2003, p. 54) and “initiated a movement away from home manufacture” to factory
manufacture (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p.97; Tortora, 2015, p. 133 ).
As the century progressed, the RTW industry overtook the previous tradition of
handmade garments. According to Farrell-Beck and Parsons (2007):

Almost any category of clothing could be purchased ready-made in the 1910s.
The number of dressmakers declined dramatically, as most women purchased at
least a portion of their wardrobe off the rack. Manufacturers competed with one
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another by offering a multitude of styles and changing their styles frequently.
Retailers created images and used advertising language that associated style with
a mass-produced product. (p. 34)

By 1920, the American RTW industry had expanded into a mature industry. Although
home dress-making and custom dressmakers and tailors still existed, the majority of
Americans moved to purchasing some part of their wardrobe ready-made: “The patterns
of mass production and sale of ready-to-wear clothing in the United States established in
the first two decades of the 20th century continued to dominate middle-class American
clothing consumption practices throughout the century” (Tortora & Eubank, 2010, p.
424). Although ready-made garments became increasingly more socially acceptable and
practical, consumers were still skeptical about garment quality and fit.

Women’s RTW didn’t catch on until around the 1920s due to the previous
complex styles of the mid- to late nineteenth century garments and the
withstanding mindset of the inferiority of ready-made clothes. As the women’s
fashions changed to simpler lines and styles in the twentieth century,
mechanization and manufacture of womenswear became increasingly popular.
(Breward, 2003, p. 54)

To appease their consumers, retailers highlighted the variety and quality of their
merchandise in advertisements and began to carry an array of sizes to meet their
customer’s needs.
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Initially, women’s ready-made garments consisted of loosely fitting items, like

cloaks and mantillas (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p. 108). As a variety of additional
garments began to be produced, manufacturers faced the issue of creating ready-made
garments that would appropriately fit the curvature of a woman’s body and were
aesthetically pleasing on a variety of figures. The development of versatile garments
patterns, ones that could fit a range of figures rather than a sole person, became a priority.
Although standard measurements for men were available for tailors following the Civil
War, no such measurements were available for womenswear (Kidwell & Christman,
1974, p. 108). As the RTW industry developed, manufacturers were forced to develop
different sizes to meet their consumers’ needs; however, “each individual manufacturer
[had] arrived at his own standards of measurements on the basis of his own experience”
(Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p. 108). Eventually, specialty sizes ranging from “Odd
Sizes,” maternity, Stout Women, and Misses became available demonstrating the RTW
industry’s great concern about fitting “everybody.” Nevertheless, a common standard for
determining sizes was never developed (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p. 109).
With the influx in the availability of sizes, retailers could more easily promote the
growing assortment of garments. Consumers were no longer limited to a small selection
in garment size, style, fabrication, or color. “Mass-producers of womenswear found it
more difficult to capitalize on the potential of technology, faced with a diversified and
fragmented market where taste could fluctuate in a terrifying manner and consumers had
become adept at reading the mass-circulation of fashion codes and selecting or discarding
discrete styles for themselves” (Breward, 2003, p. 57). Retailers even began to promote
the idea that clothes were not limited to being a functional necessity but could draw
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intangible benefits such as the illusion of a better figure. For instance, Lane Bryant
promoted a line of clothing, with sizes ranging from 38-60, with the slogan “Appearing
Stout is Merely a Matter of Clothes” (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p. 109).
The RTW industry dominated apparel production (Amneus, 2003, pp. 145-146).
Formerly considered a woman’s sphere, dressmaking changed power from women to
men (Amneus, 2003, p. 146). The woman’s sphere and the man’s sphere began to
intermingle when men, such as Charles Frederick Worth, became dressmakers, and
managed the department stores taking over the dressmaking field. As a man, society
considered it highly improper for Worth to be a dressmaker and see ladies in a “state of
undress,” but later his work was accepted when he became the dressmaker for the
Empress Eugénie of France in 1860. Acceptance of men in the garment industry
continued to grow. By 1920, department stores were the primary source of apparel
instead of dressmakers with perhaps their greatest asset was being “established and
operated almost entirely by men” (Amneus, 2003, pp. 53, 142).
Adoption of RTW. Not simply a generic industry, RTW is termed “an Industry
of Industries, each of which has its own pattern of organization” (Kidwell & Christman,
1974, pp. 92-93). Economic and social factors drove the method of manufacture of
specialized industries, such as shirtwaists, dresses, and outerwear (Kidwell & Christman,
1974, p. 93). Dresses had long been a staple in the female wardrobe, but other garments,
such as suits, also began to take precedence. Comprised of a skirt, jacket, and separate
blouse (called a shirtwaist), the suit became accepted as a primary element in a woman’s
wardrobe and promoted the mass production of the shirtwaist during the latter half of the
nineteenth century (Amneus, 2003, p. 138). Additionally, Charles Dana Gibson’s
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“Gibson Girl” promoted the concept of separates, especially the shirtwaist. “It was the
shirtwaist and the popularity of separates…that provided the basis for the development of
the women’s RTW industry” (Burns et al., 2011, p. 10; Pittock Mansion, 2015d). In
1891, the first manufacturing company that solely produced shirtwaists opened; by 1900,
the shirtwaist industry became its own separate industry and roughly 500 shops in New
York City manufactured shirtwaists (Amneus, 2003, p. 138; Burns et al., 2011, p. 10).
“By 1918 stores such as Franklin Simon and B. Altman & Company were advertising
ready-made dresses as well as blouses, but the name of the manufacturer was never
mentioned” (Ley, 1974, p. 66).
The influx of a variety of shirtwaists profited the workingwoman because, paired
with a skirt, they gave the illusion that she had many changes of clothing. Appropriate for
practically any occasion, shirtwaists peaked in popularity in the early twentieth century
and were worn by rich and poor alike. Shirtwaists “had something for everyone,” and
came in an assortment of styles, “from mannish tailored waists to ‘dainty’ versions with
lace insets and ‘exquisite’ hand embroidery,” priced so that the “well-to-do to the girls
who made them” could afford them (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, pp. 143, 145). Initially
worn as summer garments, shirtwaists developed into customary garments for everyday
use, worn by young and old, and for all occasions – “shopping, after-noon wear, and
informal evening wear” (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p. 145).
The concept of being “in fashion” and the “latest styles” gained prominence in the
1920s in America where the apparel industry stimulated consumerism by continually and
frequently changing its available merchandise. This method instilled the new concept of
“clothing obsolescence” and the desire to constantly be in “style” (Kidwell & Christman,
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1974, pp. 176-177). Americans, susceptible to change and novelty as a nation, absorbed
these concepts that the fashion industry provided so that it became an ingrained aspect of
the culture. In particular, women’s fashion was constantly under radar as a woman’s
clothes represented her status significantly more than a man. Therefore, fashion
promotion was targeted more towards females than males (Kidwell & Christman, 1974,
p. 177). Beginning in the twenties, fashion commentary could be found in newspapers
such as the New York Times, trade publications Men’s Wear and Women’s Wear
Magazine, and various magazines and periodicals: Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar, and Dress
and Vanity Fair (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p. 179). These publications presented
current fashion information, instigated the desire for new apparel, and stimulated the
fashion industry (Burns et al., 2011, p. 13).

Manufacturing
U.S. manufacturing, which developed between 1860 and 1920, achieved the
ability to produce a variety of ready-made garments, whose prices appealed to people of
all economic means. The abundance of textiles, machinery, and labor supported the
growing RTW industry (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p. 92). Before the twentieth
century, only natural textiles were available to consumers, largely through “local
production or trade” (Tortora, 2015, p. 143). “Textile technologies that provided new
raw materials in the form of regenerated fibers, made by processing natural materials, and
synthesized fibers, made from or with the use of chemicals, were developed in the
twentieth century” (Tortora, 2015, p. 143). Clothing manufacturers sped up their
processes by using sewing and cutting machines at the beginning of the 1900s.
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By 1920 the RTW industry was in full swing with the availability of millions of

yards of domestic and imported fabrics of varying colors, textures, and patterns;
technology that provided machines capable of simultaneously cutting hundreds of layers
of fabric; sewing machines that had the ability to sew thousands of stitches in a single
minute; and pressing machines with crispness settings to appeal to any manufacturer
(Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p. 165). The ability to bleach, dye, and print on fabrics also
existed (Watson, 1907, pp. 78-82). Originally, only basic garments were made by
machine, such as hosiery and underwear. As automation was introduced the rate of
straightforward seaming increased by thirty times from the previous hand stitching of 35
stitches per minute, thus increasing the production of garments using this technique by
500% (Breward, 2003, p. 54). The two main types of sewing machines were the lock
stitch, which uses a double thread, and the chain stitch, which uses only a single thread
(Watson, 1907, p. 162). Machines also became specialized for tasks such as “buttonholding, lace-making and embroidery, which extended the technology to a broader range
of fashionable goods” (Breward, 2003, p. 54). However, it was not until the twentieth
century was firmly underway that clothing production moved out of the home or small
workshops (Breward, 2003, p. 54).
Labor and organization of production. For the RTW industry to be successful,
it had to have a strong workforce because “as much or more skill is required for neat
machine work as for hand sewing” (Watson, 1907, p. 162). A labor force of varying and
specialized skills provided the ability to supply the public with a vast selection of readymade garments (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p. 165). The RTW industry in the U.S.
“experienced rapid growth around the turn of the century, required labor as well as the
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aforementioned technologies in order to succeed” (Tortora, 2015, p. 136). Manufacturing
and industry labor often came from immigrants (Peterson et al., 2008, p. 32). Between
1865 and 1918, 27.5 million European immigrants transferred to the US, bringing with
them their tailoring and sewing skills (Tortora, 2015, p. 136).
Efficiency and profit were the main factors that influenced the introduction of
sub-contracting and sub-division of labor into the RTW industry since the eighteenth
century (Breward, 2003, p. 55). One could argue that subdivision of labor first occurred
at the very beginning of the ready-made trade in the form of tailors sending out easy to
make garments, such as pants or vests, to women in cities or nearby countryside.
Additionally, they may have delegated tasks to their wives or children (Kidwell &
Christman, 1974, p. 93). These actions of sending out garments or delegating tasks are
analogous to sub-contracting and sub-division of labor.
To increase production speeds, the RTW industry applied a subdivision of labor.
Instead of taking the time to train workers in multiple aspects of producing the garment at
hand, workers would generally become skilled at one specific task. The assembly line
technique increased efficiency and reduced the cost of production (Kidwell & Christman,
1974, p. 92). The development of the sewing machine supported specialization of tasks
because a sewing operator could focus on constructing one specific part (or parts) of a
garment (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, pp. 93-95). By 1871, sewing machines in use
worldwide reached half a million. The rapid increase from the previous two decades
“contributed towards a rapid fall in the price of clothing and a huge increase in the scale
of operations in the garment trades” (Breward, 2003, p. 54). Depending on the garment,
construction could be broken down into the most basic tasks; for instance, one New York
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manufacturer in 1905 subdivided the creation of a coat into 39 different tasks (Kidwell &
Christman, 1974, pp. 93-95). Through specialization, efficiency, profitability, and
improved quality and fit could be achieved (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, pp. 93-95).
Nevertheless, “the physical arrangements of manufacture varied according to
product and other circumstances” (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p. 95). Manufacturers
developed their own organization and style of businesses prioritized by their highest
ranking factors: Not all manufacturers benefited from the subdivision of labor and
therefore opted against it. If quality and uniformity was the focus, all garment operations
would be completed under one roof. However, a manufacturer might contract outside to
reduce overhead cost and procure a lost cost garment (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p.
97). In 1910, standard practice for contracting involved the employment of
subcontractors, sometimes several layers (Richards, 1951, p. 13). Production could be
classified into two areas, either “a large number of sewing operations located in the
homes of immigrants producing lower-priced garments” or “a relatively small number of
large, modern sewing factories engaged in the production of better-quality garments”
(Burns et al., 2011, p. 11). By 1871, sewing machines used worldwide reached half a
million. The drastic increase from the previous two decades “contributed towards a rapid
fall in the price of clothing and a huge increase in the scale of operations in the garment
trades” (Breward, 2003, p. 54). “The rapid growth of the ready-to-wear industry put
stress on manufacturers and led to increasing abuses of factory labor, mostly women”
(Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, p. 34).
Working conditions declined as manufacturers strained to keep up with the
demands of the industry. Originally defined as a system where work was delegated
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amongst contractors and subcontractors, sweatshops became notorious for dismal
working conditions, both within the contract sewing factories and home factories. There
were long hours, sometimes 14-16 hours during the busy seasons, unsafe working
conditions, and low pay (Burns et al., 2011, p. 12; Richards, 1951, p. 13). “Employers
could not launch a movement to improve conditions, for there was no continuity of
leadership” and newcomers to the industry were willing “to get ahead at any price to the
workers” (Richards, 1951, p. 13). Since the 1890s, garment workers protested against
factory labor conditions such as workers being charged for electricity and material;
overtime, holiday, and Sunday work; and low wages and the subcontracting system itself,
among other issues. Workers that went on strike had not witnessed steady progress in
factory conditions. In fact, economic conditions commonly negated progress made by
strikers and “conditions might be worse than before the strike” (Richards, 1951, p. 13).
Nevertheless, some progress did occur. The Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Tragedy, that
killed 146 young women on March 25, 1911, lead to the promotion of the International
Ladies’ Garment Worker’s Union and a Factory Investigating Commission that
conducted hearings and regulations about factory safety regulations (Peterson et al., 2008,
p. 32; Burns et al., 2011, p. 12). Though not a perfect solution, the Factory Investigating
Commission provided a foundation for factory auditing and a method to avoid sweatshop
conditions.
Influence of RTW. As the RTW industry grew in popularity factory production
accelerated and was able to quickly deliver fashionable products to retailers at a variety
of price points. An increase in working women provided a larger collection of customers
with money that could be spent on the new fashions which changed rapidly due to the
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high levels of competition within the U.S. RTW industry and a fluctuating society
(Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, p. 41). “Whatever the location, the business of clothing
Americans was, in the most fundamental terms, the business of figuring out exactly what
it was the consumer wanted. Only those who guessed right could long survive” (Kidwell
& Christman, 1974, p. 169).
With the influx and increasing popularity of ready-made garments, U.S.
production and distribution allowed the majority of Americans access to “dressing
reasonably well, and at a moderate cost, immediately at hand” (Kidwell & Christman,
1974, p. 165). The lines between socioeconomic classes began to broaden and blur.
Initially, clothing provided ample evidence to one’s social status. Because mass
manufacture supplied garments of equal or superior quality to custom made garments,
people could no longer easily distinguish the socioeconomic class of one person to
another, thereby creating a “democracy of clothing” (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p.
167).
Twenty-First Century Apparel
Between 2000 and 2015, women’s fashions varied. During the turn of the
millennium, fashion for women was focused on revealing the attributes of a woman’s
body, including tight-fitting tank tops, deep necklines, and body conscious dresses. These
styles best suited the slim and fit woman. Styles for adolescents and young adults were
very similar (Farrell-Beck & Parsons, 2007, p. 282). Various prints such as camouflage,
colorful stripes, and prints resembling animal fur were popular. Asian styles such as the
kimono, cheongsam dress, and collars influenced fashions. Furthermore, retro styles
continued to develop; in 2008 styles echoed Jacqueline Kennedy in the 1960s when she
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was the first lady (Tortora & Eubank, 2010, p. 628). A sample of top fashion trends from
2010 include ultra-feminine styles involving lace and florals, fur, animal prints, and cutouts, especially in dresses. Additionally, the use of “boyfriend” as an adjective to
describe garments that were inspired by menswear and/or oversized, such as the
“boyfriend blazer” was another common fashion trend for 2010 (“Top Fashion,” 2011).

2015 Women’s Fashions
Present day fashions emphasize individual expression, and “print and electronic
media of the twenty-first century present the ideal feminine beauty as tall and slender and
young” (Tortora, 2015, p. 153). Although societal expectations towards dress exist,
especially for work and formal wear, society has evolved to accept a variety of styles.
Streetwear, in particular, demonstrates the freedom of modern day fashion (Brannon,
2010, p. 94). The availability of fast fashion, supported by the RTW industry as the
dominant method of apparel manufacture, lends to the rapid exchange of fashion trends
(Brannon, 2010, pp. 13-15, 264).
Companies such as Fashion Snoops commonly forecast future fashion trends a
year or two in advance. When the current year is the forecasted year, the fashion industry
has already shifted its attention to future seasons. In 2015, the Spring and Summer
fashion seasons have gone by, currently transitioning into Fall. Consequently, because
this thesis was written before the year 2015 has ended, minimal analysis in the industry
has been conducted about iconic fashion trends of 2015. The following sections discuss
observed and predicted trends for women’s fashions of this year.
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Rising trends. A Google trends fashion report separated the predicted trends of

2015 into sustained, seasonal, and fleeting. Trends that have had steady progression and
are predicted to take off are the waist trainer, jogger pants, palazzo pants, the tulle skirt,
and the midi skirt. Seasonal trends for Spring that are expected to return even stronger for
the rest of 2015 are the white lace dress, high-waisted swimsuit bottoms (the term the
analysts use is the “high-waisted bikini”), romper, shift dress, and white jumpsuit.
Quickly escalating trends include those that experience rapid growth within a few
months, but tend to spike and then deteriorate. Google’s report listed trends of this type
as the neoprene swimsuit, emoji shirt, kale sweatshirt, and high neck bikini tops (Green,
Zimmer, & Horwitz, 2015, p. 7). Trends for Spring 2015 specifically included the tulle
skirt, jogger pant, and the midi skirt (Green et al., 2015).
Additionally, Vogue reported a Fall 2015 fashion trend of “pretty white blouses”
seen on the runways of New York Fashion Week from iconic brands Oscar de la Renta,
Altuzarra, and Rodarte. In the article there are seven examples of white blouses
consumers can purchase from brands such as Dolce & Gabbana, Anna Sui, H&M,
Veronica Beard, Tamara Mellon, Jean Louis Scherrer Vintage, and Zara. The majority of
the blouses display the stylistic details and the high collars of the Edwardian time period,
which is the time period immediately prior to the time period of this study (Zalopany,
2015; Tortora & Eubank, 2010, p. 424). Drawing inspiration from previous fashion
styles and eras commonly occurs in fashion trends as they cycle through and adapt to the
current year.
Declining trends. The same Google trends report that provided rising trends also
commented on declining trends, categorized as sustained, seasonal, and fleeting. One
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shoulder dresses, the peplum dress, vintage clothing, and the string bikini are all trends
that have steadily declined over the past few years and are fading out. Trends that are
expected to decrease in demand each year include skinny jeans, custom T-shirts, and
corset dresses. Currently rapidly declining fads are normcore fashion, 90s jeans, scarf
vest, and zoo jeans.

Textiles and Colors
A plethora of textiles are available to today’s designers. Natural, synthetic, and
blended fibers create the major fabric structures of woven, knit, and nonwoven textiles.
For the most part, RTW apparel is made of everyday textile material, rather than
specialized textiles seen in items like a fireman’s suit. Globalization provides numerous
options in the textile market, where many textiles are created with a specific functionality
in mind (Kadolph, 2010).
Practically any color imaginable can currently be produced. Even with such an
immense selection, certain color palettes and trends occur seasonally. Pantone, the
leading color forecaster for the fashion industry, reveals its predicted “Color of the Year”
annually. For 2015, the color is Marsala (Pantone 18-1438), an earthy purple red that is
reminiscent of Marsala wine and meant to enrich “our minds, bodies, and souls.” Leatrice
Eiseman, Executive Director of the Pantone Color Institute, describes Marsala as a
“hearty” and “stylish tone” that “is universally appealing and translates easily to fashion,
beauty, industrial design, home furnishings and interiors” (Pantone, 2014).
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Twenty-First Century Apparel Production: 2015

RTW Production
Modern day RTW is classified into a greater variety of categories compared to the
1910s. Understanding the general company structure of the industry is essential to
comprehend the processes that go in to RTW production. Fashionable dress is a “complex
and interlinked chain” that is influenced by the factors of “labour, skill, technology,
distribution, and marketing know-how” (Breward, 2003, p. 53). In general, apparel and
accessory companies produce approximately four to six collections (more expensive) or
lines (less expensive) correlating to the fashion seasons of Spring, Summer, Fall I, Fall II,
Holiday, or Resort/Cruise. The particular product category and target market determine
how many lines a company decides to produce. “Fast fashion companies such as Zara,
H&M, and Forever 21 create lines that are delivered to stores every few weeks” because
“the frequent infusion of new merchandise appeals to customers” (Burns et al., 2011, p.
135). Therefore, some companies may have a multitude of lines or collections correlating
to a plethora of fashion seasons, while other companies may be more selective and limit
their merchandise to better suit their target market.
Besides fashion seasons, “the apparel and accessory industries are divided into the
primary categories of men’s, women’s, and children’s apparel and accessory (including
footwear) manufacturers” (Burns et al., 2011, p. 143). Companies may choose to
specialize in one category or expand and do more than one. Women’s apparel is generally
classified as outerwear (coats, jackets, and rainwear), dresses, blouses, career wear (suits,
separates, business dresses), sportswear (everyday separates like pants and sweaters) and
active sportswear (running gear, swimwear, etc.), evening and special occasion, bridal
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and bridesmaid dresses, maternity wear, uniforms, furs, accessories, and intimate apparel
(Burns et al., 2011, pp. 143-144). Initially just producing undergarments, the women’s
RTW industry has evolved into 12 separate categories. Nevertheless, since 1900, blouses
(previously termed shirtwaists) remain an independent category (Amneus, 2003, p. 138).
Similarly, companies also choose what size range and categories of apparel to
offer. “Sizes in RTW are based on a combination of standardized body dimensions,
company size standards, and wearing and design ease” (Burns et al., 2011, p. 136). From
these, a set of standardized size categories were created based on averages. However,
companies do not necessarily use these standard sizes and instead create a “company
size” that better suits their target customer (Burns et al, 2011, p. 136). Women’s sizes are
Misses, Women’s, Petite, Women’s Petite, Tall, Junior, and Junior petite. (Burns et al.,
2011, p. 145). The never ceasing desire for a garment to have perfect fit drives companies
to continually pursue methods to develop and adapt their sizes to achieve superior fit. For
example, “in 2003, 3D scanning technology provided a new collection of body
measurement data that companies could use to adapt and improve size ranges” (Burns et
al., 2011, p. 137). However, not all companies or consumers approve of this technology.
Additionally, the regulation of indoor temperature, along with technologically
developed suitable textiles and apparel for thermal insulation, helped eradicate the
previous restriction of wearing certain fibers only during temperature appropriate times
of the year. Cotton and linen can now be worn year-round. Functional apparel is designed
to meet needs such as UV protection and SPF rating for outdoor activities, protection
against insect bites in environments where insects may carry serious diseases, or moisture
wicking properties of athletic sportswear, to name a few (Tortora, 2015, pp. 212-213).
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Finally, RTW apparel companies customarily focus on one or more price zones.

The five price zone categories, ranging from highest to lowest, are Designer (Giorgio
Armani), Bridge (Eileen Fisher), Better (DKNY), Moderate (Gap), and Budget/Mass
(Old Navy) (Burns et al., 2011, pp. 147-148). All of the aforementioned aspects of
apparel companies factor into the production decision process.
Although the general theory of how a design evolves from concept to consumer
may not differ drastically from the beginning of RTW, the series of stages can be labeled
as follows:

The creation of a design concept, the acquisition of fabric or other material from
which to make the garment, the cutting of the pieces that will be assembled,
putting together the pieces and incorporating any needed “findings” (i.e. closures,
trimmings, linings, etc.). And, finally, if a retailer has not commissioned the
product, a retailer must take it to the point where a customer can buy the
merchandise (Tortora, 2015, p. 204).
The following table provides a more detailed description of the steps involved in creating
a design concept.
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Table 5
The Steps of the Standard Process for a Design to go from Concept to Consumer
Step Category
Individual Segments
1. Research and Merchandising
Market Research
•

Consumer Research

•

Product Research

•

Market Analysis

•

Target Customer Profile

Fashion Research
•

Fashion Trend Research

•

Color Research

•

Fabric and Trim Research

Seasonal and Line Planning
2. Design
•

Design Inspiration

•

Plan the Line

•

Sketch Design and Obtain Vendor Samples

•

Select or Develop Fabrics and Trims

•

Review and Select Styles to Develop for Line

•

Write Garment Specifications Sheet and Quick Cost

3. Design Development and Style Selection
•

Make First Pattern
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•

Cut and Sew Prototype

•

Approve Prototype Fit, Revise Style, or Drop Style

•

Estimate Cost (initial cost estimate)

•

Present and Review Line

•

Select Styles for Final Line (line adoption)

•

Determine the Final Cost

•

Order Fabric, Trims, and Findings for Sales Samples

•

Order Sales Samples Cut and Sewn

4. Marketing the Apparel Line
Designer and National Brands
•

Sales Representatives Show Line at Market and through Other
Promotion Strategies

•

Retail Buyers Place Orders

•

Order Production Fabrics, Trims, and Findings

•

Finalize Production Pattern and Written Documents

•

Grade Production Pattern into Size Range

•

Make Production Marker

•

Inspect Fabric

•

Spread, Cut, Bundle, and Manage Dye Lots for Production

•

Select Production Facility

5. Preproduction

6. Sourcing
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7. Apparel Production Processes, Material Management, and Quality Assurance
•

Sew Production Order (may include approval of first size run by
contractor)

•

Finish, Inspect, Press, Tag, and Bag Order

8. Distribution and Retailing
•

Send Retailer’s Order to manufacturer’s Distribution Center

•

Pick Orders (may include quality assurance check)

•

Send to Retail Store Distribution Center or Directly to Retailer

•

Review Season’s Sales Figures

Note. The information, headings, and organization were retrieved from Burns et al., 2011,
pp. 169, 201, 239, 279, 323, 365, 411, 443.

Several factors have catalyzed the garment manufacturing process. Since the late
twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, Information Technology (IT) is one example
that has been a significant boon to the apparel industry and is commonly used starting
from when the garment is first conceptualized (Tortora, 2015, p. 204). “Many designers
are constantly on the lookout for creative ideas and will sketch ideas, take photos with
their telephones, and stay constantly aware of what is going on around them,” (Tortora,
2015, pp. 204-205) sometimes shortening the process by using computer-aided design
(CAD/CAM) software which creates a visual image of the design and its corresponding
pattern in a range of sizes. The electric data interchange (EDI) enables interactive
manufacturing (Tortora, 2015, p. 205). Designs go under extensive edits and alterations
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before companies approve the finalized designs and must be ordered by retailers before
undergoing production.
Roles within the RTW industry. Classifying modern day apparel producers is
difficult because of the tremendous variety and methods of organization, but the main
types of apparel suppliers are classified as manufacturers, who continually create, market,
and distribute an apparel line either in their own factory or outside
companies/contractors; jobbers, though not as common today, function to buy fabric and
procure styles from independent designers; contractors, who concentrate on the sewing
and finishing aspects, are where most of the production process takes place; and licensors
are the companies who get paid for other companies to use the licensor’s well known
designer or fashion names, or characters, on their merchandise (Burns et al., 2011, pp.
140-142).
Initially, the domestic or “home country” produced all the aforementioned steps.
Beginning around the 1950s and 1960s, the domestic fashion industry in general shifted
towards focusing on designing, branding, retailing, and outsourcing the manufacturing
portion (Tortora, 2015, p. 204). The preliminary steps to actually manufacture the apparel
are the easiest and involve cutting and assembling the garments. “In low-wage countries,
cutting machines could be acquired, sewing machines could be purchased, and workers,
either skilled or unskilled, could quickly learn or be trained to sew pieces of garments or
apply findings” (Tortora, 2015, p. 205). As the technologies for communication and
shipping progressed, manufacturers strove to lower their production costs by closing their
domestic factories and moving overseas. East Asian countries, in particular, were the
most successful in competing for manufacturing rights when they obtained the needed
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skills and technologies. To compete, “domestic industries mounted efforts based on
electronic communication technology to capitalize on the ability to deliver goods quickly
and in a timely manner and to exchange data electronically” (Tortora, 2015, p. 205).
Consequently “globalization continued to take its toll on the once dominant domestic
fashion and textile manufacturing industries” (Tortora, 2015, p. 205).
Due to the severe economic losses inflicted upon the apparel and textile industries
in 2008, some U.S. manufacturers began to exploit workers to keep up with foreign
competition. Workers in mostly the metropolitan areas of the U.S. were often immigrants
who worked in sweatshop-like conditions. Protestors have contested the abusive working
conditions and low pay of some foreign workers and generally targeted firms who sell
high-priced merchandise (Tortora & Eubank, 2010, p. 599). The fashion industry

is dependent on the mechanical processes of construction in order for idea to
become commodity. Much of the work involved in that transition is repetitive,
uncomfortable, dirty, undervalued, and poorly paid (especially in the sphere of
mass-production), though in some circumstances it has also been a source of pride
and creative fulfillment. (Breward, 2003, p. 49)
Globalization/Sourcing
Sourcing involves the aspects of deciding how, when, and where fabrics and trims
are acquired and merchandise is produced and distributed. Making the correct sourcing
decisions can create a competitive advantage for the company. An ongoing debate about
domestic versus offshore production continues (Burns et al., 2011, p. 366). Currently,
production can occur domestically or offshore, in a company-owned facility or through a
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contractor, and sometimes a combination that accommodates a company’s needs (Burns
et al., 2011, pp. 378-379).
Internal sourcing decisions involve company and design criteria such as the
capacity of the plant/factory, material availability and quality, and the company’s
sourcing philosophy. In contrast, external sourcing decisions are based on political and
geographical criterion. Factors such as the country’s infrastructure, turnaround time, and
trade agreements are a few crucial examples. Labor costs weigh heavily in the sourcing
decision because of the high labor dependence of the industry (Burns et al., 2011, p. 367).
Recent factors that affect sourcing decisions include:
•

rising oil prices, which increase shipping costs

•

fluctuation in the availability and prices of raw materials

•

increased demand for company social responsibility

•

political issues such as an increase in terrorism worldwide

•

increased demand for exceedingly fast delivery of new products

•

concern in brand security

These factors lead to trends in focusing on the supply chain aspect when making sourcing
decisions and locally sourcing the materials for a company’s products within a specified
radius (Burns et al., 2011, pp. 385-386). Although some companies take pride in applying
a “Made in the USA” label to their garments and emphasize supporting domestic
production, others risk the potential hazards of globalization in the hopes to benefit from
an increased audience and variety of unique materials, thereby gaining a competitive
advantage.
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Globalization. The origin of globalization is not apparent. Some claim true

globalization occurred when Christopher Columbus came to the Americas (Tortora, 2015,
p. 203). Defined as the codependence and intertwining of the nations’ economies,
globalization, catalyzed by technology, has dramatically affected the areas relating to
dress and fashion during the twentieth and twenty-first centuries (Burns et al., 2011, p.
33; Tortora, 2015, p. 204). “In the fashion industry, computerized design and automated
manufacturing techniques have enabled international connections” (Tortora, 2015, p.
204). Global trends are encouraged by “advertising, convenience and time saving,
improved transport, free trade agreements, world media networks, and the Internet”
(Tortora, 2015, p. 207). Trade agreements loosened the barriers to trade and the phasing
out of quotas after 2005 supported the rapid spread of globalization (Tortora, 2015, p.
204). Other factors that facilitated globalization and accelerated its process include
computer technology, the Internet, cell phones, satellites, and digital cameras. These
factors aided in the removal of barriers to the transportation of goods and capital and
increased the “political and economic power of transnational corporations” (Tortora,
2015, p. 204). Some American manufacturers used computer technology to lower the
costs of apparel manufacturing, but most used the industry’s shift to globalization and
had their merchandise assembled in third world countries (Tortora & Eubank, 2010, p.
598).
Although technology accelerated the fashion industry’s evolution, nineteenth
century practices still influence how apparel is currently made. For instance, even with
increased mechanization, human laborers are still required to produce apparel.
Furthermore, they still face potential sweatshop-like conditions. “A battle for market
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dominance in the high street is fought by global brands who look to the cheap labour
markets of the developing world for the ‘sweating’ that is necessary to maintain profits”
(Breward, 2003, p. 57). Countries who became newly industrialized in the late twentieth
century and whose technologies and fabrics “set a high standard at low prices that the
European industries could not match” have increased competition in textile and apparel
manufacturing (Tortora, 2015, p. 203). Not only did global countries have cheaper labor
sources, they could provide excellent quality products at a lesser price than those
produced in North America and Europe (Tortora, 2015, p. 203).
Professor, economist, and author of The Travels of a T-Shirt in the Global
Economy, Pietra Rivoli designates the character of the American textile industry, “an
industry based on low wages and poor working conditions” as a factor that propelled the
globalization of the fashion industry (Tortora, 2015, p. 206). She illuminates the
complications from the “race-to-the-bottom” scenario that pervades the apparel industry,
stating that “as consumers demand cheaper and cheaper T-shirts, companies and
countries employing clean technologies will be shunned and the dirtiest T-shirts will win
the race” (Rivoli, 2009, p. 133). The effect of which is detrimental to the environment.
However, implementing free trade is not an idyllic scenario either. Another theory
predicts that free trade could also harm the environment through a “scale effect.” Since
trade augmented the level of economic activity, and consequently amplified production
and consumption of goods and services, it also causes environmental damage (Rivoli,
2009, p. 133). Free trade does improve incomes, but further spurs the manufacturing
process:
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Free trade in apparel leads to higher incomes, which in turn lead to more
pesticides to grow more cotton to produce more T-shirts to be dyed with more
chemicals. All of the T-shirts will then travel further, consuming more oil and
emitting more air pollution. (Rivoli, 2009, p. 133)

In contrast, a “race-to-the-top” scenario arises when “international trade boosts
incomes and wealthier countries begin to be conscious of and instigate practices that
improve environmental quality (Rivoli, 2009, p. 134). For example, Arik Levinson,
economics professor at Georgetown University, predicted the 60% decrease in pollution
and 70% increase in U.S. manufacturing output during the time period between 1971 and
2002 was attributed to manufacturers using cleaner technologies rather than moving
polluting industries abroad (Rivoli, 2009, p. 134).
Previously, companies would only manufacture styles that were popular and
ordered in large quantities by retail store buyers.Today, companies must place orders
before knowing the most popular styles, due to the foreign protection system. This
emphasizes the need for companies to understand their consumer’s preferences (Tortora
& Eubank, 2010, p. 598). However, even with the best forecasting, attention to
consumer’s needs, and excellent construction, a garment has a finite lifecycle and faces a
variety of fates once its owner no longer desires it. The garment may be thrown out or
donated to a charity, thrift shop, or a personal connection, or the garment could be sent to
a textile recycling industry and be made into wiping cloths. Additionally, if it is in good
enough condition, it may become part of “world dress” by being shipped for resale to a
third world country.
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Globally manufactured t-shirt example. NPR provides one illustration of

globalization as it pertains to the apparel industry today with Planet Money’s miniseries
Planet Money Makes a T-Shirt. Five videos, under three minutes each, detail the process
of producing a simple knit T-shirt with a printed squirrel graphic. Watching the videos
and reading the additional information provided on the corresponding web page generates
a basic understanding of the modern day apparel production process (Blumberg, 2013a).
Skipping over the research and design aspect of the shirt, the first two episodes
introduce audiences to the standard, GMO cotton fiber. Planet Money explains that the
U.S. is the leading exporter of cotton because of technology, report cards, and subsidies.
The efficiency of technology produces a higher yield than in years past. Since the 1950s,
cotton yields have nearly tripled. On Bowen Flower’s Mississippi cotton farm, 13
workers and 26 machines harvest 13,000 bales of cotton, which can make 9.4 million Tshirts (Blumberg, 2013b). U.S. cotton is also desired by global buyers because of the
strict regulations that generate high quality cotton.

A factory manager there told us that, when he orders U.S. cotton, he knows exactly
what he’s getting before he ever sees or touches the cotton. The spinners have a
special recipe for their yarn, and they need exactly the right cotton – exactly the right
color, exactly the right length, exactly the right fineness. No surprises. (Blumberg,
2013b)

Furthermore, the U.S. government provides subsidy programs to cotton farmers to
stimulate the cotton industry. After harvesting, the cotton fiber goes through a process of
cleaning, combing, and spinning to produce yarn (Blumberg, 2013b). Much of the
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machinery has not changed drastically since the early twentieth century. Planet Money’s
men’s T-shirt was spun in a factory in Indonesia (Blumberg, 2013c).
By the third episode, the producers compare the lifestyles of two different
garment workers. One worker is from Colombia, where the woman’s shirt was made, and
the other is from Bangladesh, where the men’s shirt was made. Four million people work
in the garment industry in Bangladesh, but working conditions often are not safe. The
incident at Rana Plaza, where over 1,000 people died, was the worst in Bangladesh
history, and made people examine where their clothes came from (Blumberg, 2013d).
However, Bangladesh is dependent on the garment industry to supply jobs and
supplement worker’s income. Many workers who start working in the garment industry
will not find a life outside of it. Following the Rana Plaza incident, the minimum wage
increased from $39/month to $68/month, still one of the lowest rates in the apparel
industry in the world (Blumberg, 2013d). Factory owners are concerned that Western
buyers will move to a cheaper location if the minimum wage rate keeps increasing.

In China, South Korea and Japan, to name just a few countries, the textiles and
apparel industry brought with it investment and manufacturing knowledge, which
those countries used to expand into higher-wage industries like electronics. As
economies grow and countries move into other, more lucrative industries, textiles
and apparel become less important. But the same may not happen in Bangladesh.
(Blumberg, 2013d)
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The outcome for Bangladesh is unclear, but the country’s exports rely heavily on the
apparel sector. If Bangladesh can diversify into other areas, it will reduce its risk and
allow for greater opportunities for its employers (Blumberg, 2013d). Similarly, although
Colombia is wealthier and does not face as many difficulties as Bangladesh, it does not
come without its own obstacles.
After the T-shirts are produced, they are shipped back to the U.S. via a shipping
container, or as Planet Money describes it, a “big metal box.” Nevertheless, they
emphasize that this humble innovation was an important factor in spurring the global
economy. Convenient shipping containers reduced shipping costs and developed a global
distribution system.

Supercheap transport was a key reason that apparel companies went from making
clothes in one place to managing global supply chains – so that, for example, a
single T-shirt might start as U.S. cotton, then travel to Indonesia, Bangladesh and
back to the U.S., all for less than a dollar in shipping costs. (Blumberg, 2013e)

Planet Money estimated the total cost for the men’s shirt to be approximately $12.42,
with shipping costs only taking up $.10 (Blumberg, 2013e).
The consumer’s role in the making of the T-shirt is discussed in the final episode
in which the whole process is humanized by introducing the various workers. As they
state, behind the T-shirt is a world of people with hopes and dreams and who want to
improve their life (Blumberg, 2013f).
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Summary
The statement on how fashionable dress is a “complex and interlinked chain” that

takes into considerations the factors of “labour, skill, technology, distribution, and
marketing know-how” applies as much to 100 years ago as it does now (Breward, 2003,
p. 53). RTW production became the basis for garment production by 1920 through the
development of mass production, industrialization, and an increased market. Potential
customers could be addressed via catalogs and their increased disposable income allowed
them to make nonessential purchases. Furthermore, the shirtwaist garment itself played a
significant role in spurring on the RTW industry (Pittock Mansion, 2015d). Shirtwaist
manufacturing has existed since 1900 and became a garment of choice because of its
versatility and affordability (Amneus, 2003, p. 138; Burns et al., 2011, p. 10; Kidwell &
Christman, 1974, p. 145). Today, shirts are still a common staple in a person’s wardrobe.
Although the method of producing the shirt has evolved over the last 100 years,
the process still remains relatively the same. The process still proceeds from conception
to acquisition of fabric and material, to cutting the necessary pieces of fabric and putting
them together, to adding finishing touches, and finally, delivery to the customer (Tortora,
2015, p. 204). All these various steps are completed by many workers using a variety of
machines. Numerous modern day companies have embraced globalization to gain a
competitive advantage but risk giving up partial control on the method their merchandise
is manufactured. Consequently, the sweatshops of early twentieth century America
essentially remain but have moved overseas to impoverished nations that depend on the
garment system for their economy. The apparel industry still faces an early twentieth
century issue of companies not being able to improve conditions so long as there remain
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those who are willing “to get ahead at any price to the workers” (Richards, 1951, p. 13).
How much of that is the company’s fault compared to society’s expectations of wanting
more, new, faster, and cheaper? All the aforementioned information provides insight for
the present and future of the apparel industry. It is extremely unlikely the apparel industry
will ever cease to exist because it is a major factor in the U.S. economy (among others)
and clothing is something people use on a daily basis. However, the question of how the
apparel industry will continue to evolve and develop can be investigated. The following
sections attempt to explore that concept.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
To better understand the structure of apparel production, I selected two garments,

one, a garment originating near the beginning of the instigation of mass production
(1910s) and a comparable garment in style, function, and content, from 2015 retail stores.
I analyzed a woman’s blouse from the 1910s from Oregon State University’s DHE
Historical and Cultural Textile and Apparel Collection under the direction of Dr. Elaine L
Pedersen, using a modified version of the New Brunswick Artifact Analysis method
(Smith, 1985). Beginning with the details and construction of the blouse, I researched and
hypothesized how the blouse was made, who made it, location of production, the
fabrication, determined the content and origin of the fibers, and estimated the value and
intended function. Once I selected the blouse from the DHE Historical and Cultural
Textile and Apparel Collection I found a blouse that was the modern equivalent in style,
function, and content, from the online retailer Everlane. I continued to use the New
Brunswick method to collect data for how the modern blouse was made and compared
the different stages of production with the 1910s blouse to analyze the progression of
apparel production during the 1910s to 2015.

Population and Sample
Selection of Time Period
I gained access to the contents of the OSU DHE Historical and Cultural Textile
and Apparel Collection in the fall of 2014 as a student assistant to the collection and
developed an interest in the garments it housed. Because I wanted to use a garment from
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the collection for my analysis, I was limited to the dates of the garments in the collection,
ranging from the early nineteenth century to the 1980s1. However, I wanted to focus on a
time period where the apparel industry was drastically transforming, when RTW apparel
had developed and was making an impact. The 1910s served both purposes. This time
period represents the development and the transition into the RTW market of the apparel
industry for which the DHE collection had a variety of garments.
Furthermore, I chose 2015 as the comparison date because I wanted to contrast
the start of the RTW industry to modern day. I wanted to see similarities and differences
in the apparel industry during those time periods, and I chose a time span of
approximately 100 years to have a more significant amount of time to compare in hopes
to analyze drastic differences.
	
  
Selection of 1910s Garment
I based the selection of the 1910s garment on the contents of the DHE Historical
and Cultural Textile and Apparel Collection. I chose the DHE collection because its
location on the OSU campus was easily accessible to me. Because I worked as a student
assistant, I already had an idea of the contents of the collection. I decided to focus on
American women’s apparel because that is what I am most familiar with and was readily

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1	
  School of Design & Human Environment. (2015). Historic and cultural textile and
apparel collection. Oregon State University. Retrieved from http://business.oregonstate
.edu/historic-and-cultural-textile-and-apparel-collection
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available. Specifically, I chose to analyze a blouse because the inspiration for my thesis
came from the Planet Money videos documenting the production of a T-shirt in 2013.
Approximately a dozen blouses from the collection were available for me to
choose from that matched the location and time frame in which I was interested; the
majority of them were white with similar style characteristics. From the available
blouses, I selected five that were interesting to me and had the likelihood of finding a
similar blouse from 2015. I chose the blouse analyzed in this study because I liked the
overall silhouette and thought it had enough details and design elements that I could find
a similar modern day replica. Furthermore, I wanted to research the label because it was
the only blouse with a label. During the time of selection the blouse was dated “1910s.”
After analyzing it I determined it was an armistice blouse from c. 1915 (see Ch. IV:
Findings); I then used that information as part of my criteria in selecting the 2015
garment. 	
  

Selection of 2015 Garment
After settling on the c. 1915 blouse, I had to find my modern day comparative
blouse. Originally, I looked at companies and stores that had a similar aesthetic and tried
to find a blouse with a similar overall silhouette with design elements such as a collar,
set-in sleeves, lace detailing, and possibly cuffs and a similar neckline. It needed
relatively the same price range in today’s dollars ($70 to $300), similar fiber content
(cotton), a lightweight fabric, plain weave, and needed to be undyed or white. The blouse
should be from a company that is “transparent,” providing the ability to know the
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production process of the blouse and had a similar function of being a shirt that was
appropriate in a variety of applications (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015).
However, I was unable to find a blouse based on my desired criteria. Therefore, I
had to reevaluate which components of the c. 1915 blouse were essential to the 2015
blouse. I realized that a blouse with similar design details would have a different function
today and that finding the same blouse was not the goal. I wanted to find the modern day
version, not a replica. Finding a company with supply chain transparency and a useful
website was high on the priority list. The armistice blouse may have been worn under a
suit and was often paired with a skirt. I went off of that function to choose a modern day
“dress shirt” which is the standard button down style.
Following extensive searching in brick-and-mortar stores as well as online, I decided
to purchase the white Cotton Lawn shirt from Everlane. Evelane is a solely online apparel
company that focuses on “radical transparency.” Their motto is to “know your factories;
know your costs; always ask why.” I believed the Cotton Lawn included the crucial
elements to be considered as the contemporary translation to the c. 1915 blouse. Actual
garment selection was based on having a similar fiber content of 70% cotton and 30%
lyocell, comparable fabric structure (cotton lawn), the shirt is white and not dyed a color,
and like the c.1915 blouse, it is semi-sheer and lightweight, comes from a company that
is transparent, and has a similar purpose in that the shirt could be worn for a range of
functions. Although the Cotton Lawn is not a direct comparison to the c. 1915 Armistice
Blouse, it took inspiration from the original shirtwaists and is the modern day translation.
The chosen shirt has related basic characteristics, but they complement the fashion
characteristics of today (pocket front, center front button closure, simple cut rather than
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frilly, semi-sheer/lightweight, pleat in back, relaxed fit, white, blended material of natural
and synthetic for comfort).
Artifact Analysis Method
Artifact analysis is the study of artifacts as primary sources and evidence for
material culture and material history, as opposed to merely illustrating artifacts as cultural
curiosities (Pedersen, 2015). Artifacts remain as the physical embodiment of an aspect of
cultural expression; they are often simple mundane objects that aid in routine tasks,
societal interactions, and entertainment, and they act as symbolic cultural references.
Material culture and material history are terms applied to artifacts, which can be explored
through the research, teaching, writing, and publications of individuals who analyzed
human activity through extant artifacts (Pedersen, 2015). By investigating material
culture, scholars obtain a perspective of the society and culture of the time period under
study. Extant artifacts serve as a time capsule. Created and predominantly used in the
past, they provide authentic primary material for present day investigators. Objects that
have been created or altered by humans reflect “consciously or unconsciously, directly or
indirectly, the beliefs of individuals who made, commissioned, purchased, or used them,
and by extension the beliefs of the larger society to which they belonged” (Prown, 1982,
pp. 1-2).
Artifacts provide the potential of relinquishing a vast amount of information about
past societies as well as present societies. Historical dress, as an artifact, conveys sociocultural aspects of the time period (Pedersen, 2015). The possibilities of artifacts
providing insight to historical societies instigated the development of scholarly methods
and processes to analyze artifacts. Instead of simply categorizing and labeling artifacts,
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artifact analysis methods evolved to use the artifact as the primary source of information
through direct observation and as a clear method to more easily replicate and compare
different research studies, thereby strengthening the components of material culture
altogether (Pedersen, 2015).
Similarly, I conducted an analysis and comparison of twentieth century apparel
production to twenty-first century apparel production through a 1910s artifact and a 2015
artifact. The c. 1915 Armistice Blouse is an extant artifact. I planned to research and
observe the blouse to determine its material and construction and compare those
processes with current apparel production processes via a similar contemporary blouse.
My objective was to analyze previous methods of production to better understand present
methods, and to suggest, forecast, and discuss future apparel industry operations. The
artifact analysis methodology directly applied to my initial objectives and supplied a
reliable system of documenting and analyzing my artifacts. Specifically, I applied the
New Brunswick Artifact Analysis Method (Smith, 1985).
The New Brunswick Artifact Analysis Method, also referred to as the Smith
Model, is a model whose core is composed of analyzing the material, construction,
function, provenance, and value of an artifact through observation before consulting
supplementary resources. The scholar records all observations that can be discovered,
following a checklist of questions (see Table 6). Following the initial observation, a
comparator artifact is then analyzed using the same checklist to make comparisons.
Ideally, the maker of the comparator artifact would be the same as the original artifact or
be made during the same time period by related manufacturers. After, and only after, the
scholar has recorded all the observable data of both the original artifact and the
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comparative artifact are supplementary sources to be investigated. Primary sources can
still be included in this step of the analysis. Finally, all the steps are consolidated together
and no longer separated as sub-steps. Constant reference to the checklist of questions
should occur throughout the process, but some questions are unanswerable during the
observation, comparison, and supplementary analysis and may remain unanswered. All
data obtained during the process could be misleading unless all available evidence is
consulted (Pedersen, 2015; Smith, 1985).

Table 6
New Brunswick Artifact Analysis Questions
Category
Questions
Material
1. What materials were used to produce the artifact and complete its
appearance? (Quality of materials used?)
2. Did the materials used influence the object’s final form?
3. Are these materials used in similar artifacts?
4. Where did the unworked materials originate?
5. Do the materials employed suggest trade patterns/practices?
Construction
1. How was the artifact fabricated and finished? (a detailed examination
including texture, size, etc.)
2. What construction methods (and tools) would be required to produce this
artifact? (Handmade/machine made? Quality and complexity of
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construction?)
3. How was the object’s appearance affected or influenced by the
construction techniques employed?
4. Is any form of ornamentation/decoration present? If so, what type?
5. How does this ornamentation/decoration affect the artifact’s appearance?
6. Are any markings or inscriptions present?
7. Are there any signs of wear or repair?
8. Does the construction of this artifact differ greatly from similar objects?
(objects by the same maker and others)
9. Is its design comparable to like objects (Is the overall design a set style?)
10. What stage of development or evolution does this artifact represent when
with both older and more recent objects of a similar type? (Does the
design aid in dating?)
11. What degree of sophistication is represented by the artifact? (style, method
of construction, etc.)
12. Is the artifact a reproduction?

Function
1. Why was the artifact produced?
2. What function did this artifact perform?
3. How well did the artifact perform its intended function?
4. Was the object’s functional performance affected by its design, materials
used, construction methods employed or the ornamentation applied? (Does
any of these hinder or reduce the artifact’s effectiveness?)
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5. Does the artifact’s function reveal anything about its maker/owner?

Provenance
1. Where and when was the object produced?
2. Who was the maker?
3. Where and how was the artifact used?
4. Who was the original owner of the object?
5. When and where did the original owner live and what was his social
status, trade, etc.?
6. Who were the subsequent owners and where? Plus any other info on the
object’s history, owners, and maker(s), etc.
Value
1. What was the artifact’s value to its original owner?
2. Did ownership of this type of artifact reflect the social or economic status
of the original owner?
3. What value was placed on the object by society?
4. What cultural value does it reveal?
5. What value does the object have to the society in which it was produced?
Note. This checklist of questions was taken from Smith, 1985.
When first conceptualizing the topic for my thesis, I knew I wanted to choose a
garment from the DHE Historic and Cultural Textile and Apparel Collection and compare
it to a modern day equivalent. Although the New Brunswick Artifact Analysis provided a
good foundation for my research, I used a modified version to better suit the structure of
my topic of study. I followed the guidelines of the New Brunswick Artifact Analysis and
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answered the checklist of questions to the best of my knowledge, but my comparative
garment purposefully did not come from the same era as the original artifact. Though
limited, I did refer to supplementary sources when necessary during the beginning of the
process. The following section depicts the steps involved in analyzing the 1910s garment
and 2015 garment applying the modified New Brunswick Artifact Analysis.

1910s Garment
The first step in my process involved selecting my artifact from the DHE Historic
and Cultural Textile and Apparel Collection as described in the previous section. Once
obtained, I performed an initial observation of the blouse’s appearance by sketching the
front and back view in a notebook, taking measurements of the blouse’s dimensions, and
taking a collection of photographs of the blouse hanging, lying down, and its details (see
Appendix A). Throughout this process I did not consult other sources until I had specific
questions about the blouse. The goal of the initial observation process was to obtain as
much unbiased data as possible. After completing my sketches and measurements, I
translated them by creating technical flats in Adobe Illustrator to have a clean,
professional, digital version of the front, back, and detail views of the c. 1915 blouse (see
Appendix A).
To determine the material of the blouse, I had to find a loose thread that was still
connected to the garment to verify that it was indeed the blouse material, but would not
damage the overall appearance by removing a tiny fragment. Once located, I observed the
fibers under a microscope to determine their make. Although the microscope did not have
an attached camera, I was able to take a photograph through the microscope lens to
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document the image of the fibers. Because of the estimated time period, I assumed the
material would be natural rather than synthetic. I then consulted a textiles book to
confirm if the fiber was cotton, linen, or silk.
Next I turned my attention to the extensive lace and embroidery details of the
blouse. Because I was unfamiliar with the techniques used, I researched a variety of
possibilities: drawnwork, fagotting, hemstitching, and drawn-thread work. At this point I
was mostly done with the observational aspect of my research and now focused on
finding similar blouses by flipping through extant magazines and periodicals from the
early twentieth century. I recorded and documented similar blouses that I found, as well
as related sewing techniques and relevant information, in my notebook. Because I could
not use a pen while working in the collection facility, I documented my information in
pencil. However, I did not erase information. If it needed correction, I would cross it out.
In addition to describing and noting where I found information about a similar blouse, I
also took photographs for easy reference.
Researching the label proved difficult because though it is easily identifiable and
characteristic, it is not very common. To obtain more information, I contacted UNC
Chapel Hill, Benton County Historical Society & Museum, Better Dresses Vintage, and
OSU Special Collections and Archives to see if they had any relevant knowledge or
suggestions. Based off of the information I gathered from those sources, I then researched
online newspaper ads for the brand: “Fleur de Lis, Handmade.”
After collecting observable data and supplementary primary and secondary data, I
answered the checklist of questions for the New Brunswick Artifact Analysis (see Table
3). Throughout the process of observing and analyzing the c. 1915 blouse, I continually
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checked other sources and added or changed information for the answers to the questions
as appropriate. By doing so, I narrowed the potential error made in previous steps and
inferences. As a final step, I visited the Benton County Historical Museum to see if they
had any extant blouses of the same maker or silhouette. Although I did not find any
matching blouses, this step was similar to finding a comparative garment from the same
time period and was a source that had extant blouses outside of the DHE collection.
Finally, I took additional pictures of the blouse on a dress form to generate a more
realistic image of how the blouse may have looked when worn. Photographing the blouse
tied and untied demonstrated the change in silhouette and the blouson effect captured
when it was tied in the front. Throughout the analysis I continued to observe and gather
information about the blouse when clarification or additional information was necessary.
My last step was to take a magnified photo of the fabric structure and to estimate the
fabric count.

2015 Garment
For the New Brunswick Artifact Analysis Method, a comparative artifact is
analyzed as an additional source and reference to the original artifact. It acts as a
verification method to the information obtained from the original artifact or may provide
contradictory evidence, instigating additional research to provide clarity and reliability. In
general, an identical artifact or one from the same or similar maker during the same time
period as the original artifact is selected. However, my purpose was to find a similar
blouse in a different time period, specifically, 2015. Therefore, my modified version of
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the New Brunswick Artifact Analysis included a selection process of the comparative
artifact.
To begin with, I hoped to find the comparative garment in a brick-and-mortar
store, so I visited the local mall in Eugene, OR. At Valley River Center I browsed
through stores I believed to have a similar style aesthetic and price range as my original
criteria: Banana Republic, H&M, and Gap. Banana Republic and the Gap proved
fruitless, and although I did find a blouse with similar characteristics as the Armistice
Blouse at H&M (100% cotton, white, lace, pintucks), it did not have any sleeves and was
under the desired price range.
I then shifted my energy to looking at stores online where I could more efficiently
search. Out of recommendation, I browsed Free People, which had a similar aesthetic to
what I was looking for, but the blouses were too “billowy” and did not have the
appropriate silhouette. I also looked at Alabama Chanin, which lead to no results.
Anthropologie’s merchandise contained similar style shirts, but they were also often short
sleeved or tank tops. Furthermore, even though the prices were within the acceptable
range of the blouse’s criteria, they were outside of the desirable amount that I personally
wanted to spend. I also perused H&M, the Gap, and Banana Republic’s online inventory
but still did not find any additional options. Lastly, I checked Etsy, which proved a
difficult search because items could be difficult to track and were generally vintage or
handmade, outside the realm of what I was searching for.
To generalize my search, I simply Google searched variations of “armistice
blouse,” “white long sleeved shirt with lace and cuffs,” “armistice style blouse,”
“Edwardian inspired blouse,” “white dress shirt with lace and cuffs,” “armistice inspired
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blouse,” and “white cotton button up with lace and cuffs.” None of these search entries
provided an adequate garment that met my required specifications. I then reevaluated my
criteria for the comparative blouse based off of the search results. My primary focus was
on the company: it had to be transparent (supply chain) so I could track the garment’s
manufacturing information. Other criteria included a preference for a long sleeved shirt,
cuffs were not necessary, white, all cotton or the majority of it cotton, some sort of collar,
some sort of button closure, slightly tailored, and had to contain some sort of detail
and/or style characteristic of 2015 trends.
With these new criteria, I focused on companies based on transparency. Honest
By has excellent transparency and an easy to navigate website that details every single
aspect of the garment’s specifications, but the price of the clothing was out of my price
range. Also, the styles of the shirts did not quite fit the criteria. When I searched other
companies, they were either U.K. based, had a different style than what I was looking for,
websites that were not all that useful, or had limited selection. Finally, at Everlane I
found a white button down shirt that was similar enough to the twentieth century blouse
and fit my revised criteria. I decided that although the appearance did not match the
c.1915 blouse, the function and style of the Everlane shirt was the “modern day”
equivalent. Everlane sells its merchandise strictly online. Their website was not as
detailed as Honest By, but it did break down the basics about materials, costs, and factory
information with good pictures of the factory. I bought the blouse as the comparative
blouse.
Once I selected Everlane’s Cotton Lawn, I went through the same process of
visually observing the shirt, sketching, measuring, and taking pictures of it (see Apendix
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B). I drew the sketches and recorded the measurements in the same notebook as the
previous blouse. The notebook is bound and non-serrated, preventing the potential
temptation of removing pages and leaving out information. Information was added or
revised in the notebook, never taken out. From the sketches and photographs I created
another technical flat in Adobe Illustrator of the front, back, and detail views of the shirt
(see Appendix B). After depicting the shirt, I answered the checklist of questions to the
best of my ability. Because it was a new shirt that I personally bought, some of the
questions were not applicable, had vague answers, or simply left blank. During this time I
also consulted primary and secondary sources, largely textbooks and websites, to aide in
answering the checklist of questions. The majority of the information of the shirt came
directly from Everlane’s web page for it. By following the same steps for analyzing and
documenting the comparative blouse to the original blouse, I limited error that could have
occurred by using different analysis techniques, thus adding reliability to my work.
After completing the majority of my research of the two blouses, I continually
referred to primary and secondary sources to add verification, clarity, and completeness
to my previous work. Even though I did not use a comparative blouse from the 1910s, I
did observe and take photographs of blouses from the Benton County Museum that were
from the same time period to compare and contrast likeness. I also found similar
armistice blouses or blouses from the same brand online at other museums and vintage
shops.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
The purpose of my research was to analyze two separate but comparable garments
in style, function, and content - one from the 1910s and one from 2015. My research
objective was to visually analyze the garment structure and construction to determine the
process by which each garment was made in order to compare and contrast their
production methods and to highlight the evolution of apparel production in the two time
periods previously stated. The New Brunswick Artifact Analysis process was used to
enable the discovery of observable details, such as construction. Furthermore, analysis of
the artifacts using the New Brunswick approach may provide insight about societal
characteristics during the time each artifact was created and/or used. The sections of this
chapter include a discussion of the c. 1915 Armistice Blouse and the Everlane’s Cotton
Lawn. For each blouse the material, construction, function, provenance, and value are
discussed. This is followed by a summary comparison of the two garments, including
commonalities and disparities of the apparel production processes of the two time
periods. Comprehensive responses to the checklist of questions can be found in Appendix
C.
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New Brunswick Artifact Analysis:
c. 1915 Armistice Blouse

Observable and Supplementary Data
Material. The main material of the body of the garment is solid, cream colored,
and sheer. From observation it was noted that the fabric is made of consistent finely spun
single ply cotton or linen yarn. Results from a microscope test indicated that the fiber is
cotton rather than linen (see Figure 1). The fabric structure is a balanced plain weave with
a fabric count of roughly 52 x 56 (see Figure 2). After consulting textile sources, the
specific weave is plain, but the fabric name is either lawn or batiste due to the plain
weave structure, fineness of the threads, lightweight and sheerness qualities (Kadolph,
2010, pp. 264-265). Other materials used in the garment include lace, thread, and braided
ties (see Figure 3). These materials are also thought to be cotton. The material of the
buttons was not determined nor was the material of the label. The material of the lace,
sewing thread, and braid could not be tested due to a lack of loose threads and desire to
preserve the blouse and keep it intact. However, natural fibers were the most common
materials for shirts in this period. It could be assumed that the blouse is made entirely out
of one material. Common materials for blouses of similar silhouette in approximately the
same time period are linen, cotton, and silk, and common fabric structures include lawn,
batiste, and crepe de chine. Lace, embroidery, and other types of handiwork were
common elements of 1910s blouses as were button closures (La Bricoleuse, 2015). Due
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to the luster and appearance of the label it could potentially be a different material from
the remainder of the garment. The garment’s color may differ from when it was
originally produced because of its age. The blouse is monochromatic where the only
contrasting color is found in the red thread of the label. The garment fabric does not
appear to have been dyed. Currently, it is an off-white/pale yellow hue.

Figure 1. Microscopic image of the fiber of the c. 1915 Armistice Blouse, taken from a
stray thread confirmed to be part of the blouse’s main material. The slight twists visible
identify the fiber as cotton. Because synthetic materials were not commercially available
at this time, it is safe to assume the blouse is made of 100% cotton. Personal photo by
Kelly Baker.
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Figure 2. Magnified photo of a 1” x 1” section of the main fabric for the c. 1915 blouse.
An approximate 52 x 56 fabric count indicates a balanced plain weave (Kadolph, 2010,
pp. 264-265). Personal Photo by Kelly Baker.
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Figure 3. Photo of magnified image of the braided tie sewn onto the back of the c. 1915
blouse. The back of the blouse is gathered into the tie. Personal photo by Kelly Baker.
Construction. According to the label attached to the front of the blouse near the
hem, the blouse was handmade as a size 36” bust. Observing the visible stitching
throughout the blouse revealed some irregularity and larger spacing in-between the
stitches than would be seen on a standard 2015 garment. Measuring the stitches per inch
(SPI) on the hem resulted in an SPI of 9, supporting the authenticity of the blouse being
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handmade (see Figure 4). SPI is sometimes reported as the stitches per inch on the top
and bottom part of the fabric, or double what is visible on top. However, the standard of
counting SPI is solely by the visible stitches on the face of the fabric. In Victorian times,
the era prior to the 1910s when hand stitching dominated, 16 to 32 SPI (the number is
doubled, actual SPI should be reported as 8 to 16) was common (Hardy, 2015). A higher
SPI indicates higher quality and more skilled seamstress. As a comparison, an
experienced quilter of today is expected to quilt eight to twelve SPI (McConnell, 2013).

Figure 4. Magnified photo of the stitching on the hem of the c. 1915 blouse. The SPI on
this section was 9. The SPI, along with the slight irregularity of the stitches throughout
the blouse, support the handmade statement on the label. Discoloration of the fabric is
also visible. Personal Photo by Kelly Baker.
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The front extends one inch longer than the back. Lack of fitting mechanisms such

as darts and the relatively straight cut of the blouse demonstrate a loose fit. A large,
extended collar (presumably a full roll or band collar) frames a center panel. Lace borders
along the collar, neckline, and sleeve cuffs add texture. Drawnwork, in a mostly
geometric form, frames the embroidered flowers and knots and adds detail (see Figure 5).
The amount of detail and handwork evident in this blouse indicate its high quality.
Minute ¼” French seams finished the side seam, armholes, sleeves, wrist, cuff, and
collar. A clean finished hem with topstitching using matching thread was applied on the
hem and hidden button closure. A braided tie measuring 24.5” on each loose end was
sewn to the center back (see Figure 6). According to the label, the blouse is handmade;
however, the label appears to be machine-made.

	
  

Figure 5: Technical illustration of the c. 1915 blouse front with photographs of front
panel, collar, and label details. Personal image by Kelly Baker.
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Figure 6: Technical illustration of the c. 1915 blouse back. The back is relatively plain
when compared to the front, with the braided tie as the distinguishing characteristic.
Personal image by Kelly Baker.

This blouse shares similar characteristics, details, and features to a garment called
an “Armistice Blouse,” also sometimes called a “pneumonia blouse” according to Liza
D., owner of shop Better Dresses Vintage (Liza D., personal communication, June 5,
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2015). The majority of armistice blouses had a square neckline, a collar often trimmed in
lace, a hidden closure (presumably off-center on the wearer’s left or on both sides of the
front panel), set-in straight sleeves ending in a cuff with some sort of decoration, a long
tie attached to the back, and fairly sheer, non-dyed fabric (see Appendix E). The blouses
just prior to this time period had the more obvious “S” shape, high collars and were very
frilly and lacy and did not match the general silhouette of the blouse being analyzed (see
Appendix E).	
  
To determine the technique used to create the detail other than the embroidery and
lace, I researched drawnwork, fagotting, hemstitching, and drawn-thread work. Upon
completion, I determined that drawnwork was the additional detail (see figure 7).

Figure 7. c. 1915 blouse drawnwork detail on the collar (turned to the side). The small
dashed lines are where the drawnwork technique was used to create the rectangular,
square, and lined patterns.

Function. Based on the size and style characteristics, the blouse is assumed to be
a woman’s blouse. The stains underneath the armhole indicate that the blouse was worn.
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Due to its sheerness, another layer was probably worn underneath it for modesty’s sake.
The lightness of the fabric also implies that the blouse was worn in warmer weather.
Although the details, intricacy, and construction denote the quality of the blouse, it was
presumably worn for daily activities rather than special events, most likely with a skirt.
By 1891, women could choose “separates” in the form of a shirtwaist that was worn with
a skirt (a shirtwaist and skirt were garments adapted from the tailor-made suit). This
pairing was popular because a woman could appear to have a much more extensive
wardrobe (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p. 143). Shirtwaists originated as summer
garments but grew in popularity year-round. They could be worn for most occasions,
such as “shopping, afternoon wear, and informal evening wear” and were commonly
worn by working women in colleges, factories, and offices (p.145). Based on this
information, the price range of FLEUR de LIS blouses, and the description in their ads
(see Appendix D), I deduced that the c. 1915 Armistice Blouse was worn for more
general wear rather than special events.
However, the blouse was saved, presumably by the wearer, so it may fall under
the category of “nice” daywear. Because the label is clearly visible from the front, the
blouse was most likely tucked into the skirt to hide the label. The length of the ties
indicates that they were tied in the front and may have also been hidden by the skirt, but
also thereby creating a blouson effect. Relative to a FLEUR de LIS ad of a similar style
blouse, the blouse may have been intended to be worn with a “sport or street suit,”
implying that it was an “everyday” sort of garment (see Appendix D).
Provenance. The label provides information about the maker, FLEUR de LIS but
little else could be determined. Presumably the blouse was made and worn in the U.S.,
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but the information has not been verified. The DHE Collection tag labeled the blouse as
“1910s,” but the exact date had yet to be identified. A range from approximately 1904 to
1920 was hypothesized.
After comparing garments and styles from 1904-1920, the blouse was determined
to be an armistice blouse, which dated it around 1918. However, the exact date could not
be determined. Therefore, it is dated as c. 1915 to encompass the range of potential dates
from 1905 to 1925. The location of manufacture could not be ascertained. According to
some FLEUR de LIS ads, the blouse may have been made in “Porto Rico” or in the
Phillipines (see Appendix D, Figure 52). However, the blouses could have simply been
made by immigrants from the aforementioned countries because many immigrants
utilized their sewing and tailoring skills by working as manufacturing and industry
laborers (Tortora, 2015, p. 136; Peterson et al., 2008, p. 32).
Value. Heather Emberson donated the blouse to the OSU Historic Textiles
Collection as a gift. No additional information was discovered. Although she donated it,
the original owner is not known, nor is the original purchase price. Nevertheless, since
the blouse was not discarded, it must have held some importance and value to its
owner(s), but because it was not kept in the best of conditions, it likely was not held to an
equivalent value of a special occasion garment such as a wedding dress.
One similar armistice blouse from the FLEUR de LIS brand in 1920 was priced at
$5.95 (see Appendix D, Figure 49). A variety of others from an unknown date range from
$5 - $14.50, some even higher: $18.50, $27.50 (see Appendix D, Figure 49). According
to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, $5.95 in 1920 is equivalent to $70.39 in today’s
dollars ($1 in 1920 = $11.83 today). These prices equate the armistice blouse to be in the
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“better” price zone according to 2015 standards, indicating that the blouse was valued
above the least expensive blouses that were readily available to the whole public, but
below the most luxurious blouses that only the affluent could afford (Burns et al., 2011,
pp. 147-148).

Everlane’s Cotton Lawn Shirt

Observable and Supplementary Data
Material. Everlane’s Cotton Lawn is all white with matching thread and white
buttons. According to the product description on Everlane’s website, the shirt is described
as “lighter-than air” and is a “soft, semi-sheer cotton blend” of 70% cotton and 30%
lyocell (also called Tencel), which the label verifies (see Figure 8). The fabric structure is
plain weave, and the fabric name is lawn (see Figure 9). The website lists the white
buttons found on the center front closure and cuffs as made of mother-of-pearl, though
that statement could not be verified (Everlane, 2015a). Mother-of-pearl buttons could be
preferable to plastic buttons but are fairly standard for dress shirts.
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Figure 8: Microscopic photo of the fibers taken from a loose yarn attached to the Cotton
Lawn. The shirt’s label states that the fibers are 70% cotton and 30% lyocell. Fewer
twists than the 100% cotton armistice blouse support the blended fiber statement.
Personal photo by Kelly Baker.

Everlane’s brand label appears to be made out of ribbon material with finished
edges, but the fiber could not be determined without dismantling the label. I predict at
least part of the label contains synthetic fibers because they are such an integral part of
2015 textiles and commonly used for labels (Kadolph, 2010). The side seam label is clear
plastic with the text printed on it which states that the shirt was “Made in China”
demonstrating trade practices between countries. Information on where each of the
materials originated from was not available and could not be determined.
Fine, uniform threads and a dense weave demonstrate a certain level of quality in
manufacturing the fabric. A high fabric count of approximately 85 x 90 implies a high
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quality fabric and provides a smoother, softer feel. Because the number of warp yarns
(vertical yarns) is roughly equivalent to the number of filling yarns (horizontal yarns), the
fabric is considered a balanced plain weave (Kadolph, 2010, pp. 264-265) (see Figure 9).
Furthermore, Everlane describes their Cotton Lawn shirt as having a “regular fit” that
“hangs slightly off the body.” The lightweight fabric with a high thread count is
appropriate for the draped, loose fit of the shirt (Everlane, 2015a).
Other dress shirts from 2015 are comprised of the same or equivalent materials.
Cotton and mother-of-pearl buttons are common materials used in dress shirts from a
variety of companies including Nordstrom, Gap, and Ralph Lauren. Lyocell is increasing
in popularity as an apparel fabric.

Figure 9: Magnified image of the fabric weave of Everlane’s Cotton Lawn. A high fabric
count of 85 x 90 indicates a balanced plain weave and a superior quality fabric (Kadolph,
2010, pp. 264-265). Personal photo by Kelly Baker.
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Construction. Everlane’s website explicitly states that the garment was produced

in a factory in Hangzhou, China. Pictures of the factory depict a vast array of machines,
but the specific varieties of machines could not be identified. Additionally, the factory is
also Everlane’s primary producer of their silk and shirt collections. Consequently, not all
of the pictures are relevant to the Cotton Lawn shirt (Everlane, 2015b).
The shirt is machine-made. Based on industry standards, an industrial lockstitch
machine was most likely used for the primary straight stitch, the 301 lockstitch (Lee &
Steen, 2010, pp. 144, 147). All the topstitching is the 301 lockstitch. Because the seams
are French seams where the edges of the seam are hidden, the actual seam stitch is
assumed to be the 301 lockstitch as well. For the buttonholes, the 304 lockstitch (zigzag
stitch) was almost certainly applied (p. 148). Other machines for spinning the yarn,
weaving the fabric, spinning the thread, producing the buttons, sewing the buttons on,
cutting the fabric pieces, and ironing the shirt were presumably also part of the process.
Everlane’s website does not provide this information. The specific machines were not
identified. French seams, sleeve plackets, and a collar add complexity; French seams are
an indication of a higher quality garment.
Specific garment parts and findings for this shirt include mother-of-pearl buttons
at the center front placket (Lee & Steen, 2010, p.184), French seams (p.162), a single
pleat in the back yoke, continuous lap placket on both sleeves (p.185), a large breast
patch pocket on the wearer’s left (p.103), a tailored shirt collar (p. 99), longer back than
front by three inches (see Appendix B, Figures 43 and 44), set in sleeves with a tailored
French cuff and high cap height (pp. 94-95). Topstitching is visible along all the seam
lines, button and buttonhole placket, hem, and collar; double row topstitching was
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applied along the sleeve placket and cuff (p. 163). The label lists the shirt in Everlane’s
sizing as an extra small (XS). From the POM of the Cotton Lawn (see appendix B, Figure
43 and 44), the chest measures 36” all the way around the garment, making it
approximately the same size as the c.1915 Armistice Blouse which is also labeled as
having a chest measurement of 36. With the semi-sheer aspect of the garment, the French
seams create a smooth, clean seam. The industry-quality stitching also improves the
overall appearance (SPI of 11). Other than topstitching, the shirt does not have additional
texture.
Everlane’s Cotton Lawn represents the standard silhouette of a button-up/dress
shirt. Many other companies, such as Banana Republic, Gap, and Ralph Lauren have
equivalent styles. Additionally, Everlane offers comparable shirts, such as their LongSleeve and Cotton-Linen Long-Sleeve.
Because the basic characteristics of the dress shirt has not altered significantly
since its origins, Everlane’s Cotton Lawn is not so drastically different that it easily
distinguishes itself to a certain time period. The material, construction methods, and
company name provides more information about the time period of the artifact than the
design. The collection the Cotton Lawn is presumed to belong to was first announced via
Everlane’s Facebook Page July 9, 2014; I purchased the shirt during the summer season
of 2015 (Everlane, 2014).	
  

	
  

	
  Figure 10: Technical illustration of the front of Everlane’s Cotton Lawn dress shirt.
Personal image by Kelly Baker.
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Figure 11: Technical illustration of the back of Everlane’s Cotton Lawn dress shirt.
Personal image by Kelly Baker.
Function. The Cotton Lawn was a shirt produced to be sold by Everlane in their
2014 collection (Everlane, 2014). By being commercially advertised as a functioning
shirt, the company likely expects their consumers to wear their shirt as its end use.
Nevertheless, how, when, where, and why the shirt is or is not donned depends on the
consumer’s intended application of it. The shirt was not marketed for a specific purpose
and is most likely meant to be a basic shirt for whatever the customer’s intended purpose
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is, possibly business attire, casual wear, or sportswear. I specifically selected this shirt for
research but intend to wear it for various occasions.
Provenance. The online apparel company Everlane, based in San Francisco,
outsourced the manufacturing of this shirt to a factory in Hangzhou, China, probably
within the last year. The specific people who actually constructed this specific shirt are
undetermined and untraceable (Everlane, 2015b). Because I purchased the shirt directly
from Everlane, I am the original owner.
Value. Everlane lists their Cotton Lawn as $58, contrasted against the standard
retail price of $110 (Everlane, 2015a). The price zone of this shirt predictably falls under
the “better price zone,” as do many store brands such as Banana Republic (Burns et al,
2011, pp. 147-148). Although people of various socioeconomic statuses have the ability
to purchase this shirt, a “better” price range points towards a middle class consumer
because it falls in the middle of the price zones, in-between what the mass public and the
affluent can afford (Burns et al., 2011, pp. 147-148). A tailored dress shirt is a versatile
piece of clothing generally associated with business attire, but it also can be used for
casual everyday wear, which demonstrates that the American culture values this style of
shirt.
To the workers in Hangzhou, China, the shirt represents a small portion of their
livelihood. Although the workers themselves may not have the ability to purchase the
shirt, manufacturing the shirt provides them work and an opportunity to create a better
life. Additionally, because Everlane focuses on an ethical supply chain where they
consider the welfare of the workers, the shirt could symbolize the ways apparel
companies operate in an improved apparel industry.
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Assessment of the c. 1915 Armistice Blouse vs. Everlane’s Cotton Lawn Shirt
Comparative Data
Material. Cotton was the major fiber content for both blouses, but the Cotton
Lawn also contained 30% lyocell. Contemporary garments often are composed of a blend
of materials to create fabrics with specifically desired end qualities, such as strength,
comfort, and appearance. Button closures and company labels are also shared garment
characteristics. However, Everlane placed their company label at the back neckline, while
FLEUR de LIS’ was sewn onto the front hem. FLEUR de LIS’ label only states the
garment size and company. Everlane has a second label sewn in the interior of the shirt
on the wearer’s left side seam that dictates washing instructions, location of manufacture
(place of origin), fiber content, and registration number (RN) (see Appendix B, Figure
40). According to U.S. regulations, the Textiles Fiber Products Identification Act
(TFPIA) which was enacted in 1960 (Utah Education Network, n.d.) and the Care
Labeling Rule effective since 1971 (FTC, 2011), all apparel products must have
permanent labels. Labels contain standard information about the brand name, garment
size, country of origin, fiber content, and care information. The RN number, Wool
Products Label, or identification of manufacturer/distributer may also be included.
Apparel labeling is regulated by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) (Lee & Steen,
2010, p. 244). Although both garments have button closures on the front, the Armistice
Blouse differs by having an off center hidden button closure.
Both blouses have fine threads and a high thread count, contributing to the
lightweight and sheer elements. Neither blouse appears to have been dyed, but bleaching
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could have been treatments to either or both at some point in the manufacturing process.
The true color of the Armistice Blouse is not apparent because discoloration may have
occurred.
Construction. Set in straight sleeves with cuffs, a collar, a button closure, French
seams, and stitching comprise the shared construction elements of the two blouses.
Everlane’s Cotton Lawn has a tailored shirt collar, while the c. 1915 Armistice Blouse’s
collar is long and rectangular and classified as a full roll or band collar (personal
communication, Kathy Mullet, November 19, 2015; personal communication, Leslie
Davis Burns, November 19, 2015). In contrast, the Armistice Blouse had the additional
construction techniques of lace-making, embroidery, drawnwork, and a braided tie.
Furthermore, the Armistice Blouse appears to be and was labeled as handmade, unlike
the Cotton Lawn. Extensive machinery and specialized laborers constructed the Cotton
Lawn but potentially only a limited number of individuals manufactured the Armistice
Blouse.
Function. Function is the area where the two blouses relate the most because my
objective was to select a comparative blouse of an equivalent function. The blouses were
not marketed for a specific purpose, other than to wear as a top, and are most likely
meant to be a versatile blouse that is suitable to the consumer’s needs.
Provenance. The estimated time between the creation of the Armistice Blouse
compared to the Cotton Lawn is approximately 100 years. Location of manufacture for
the Armistice Blouse could not be determined but was assumed to be in the U.S. because
FLEUR de LIS appeared to be a U.S. based brand where manufacturing commonly
occurred in areas like New York (Burns et al., 2011, p. 10). Since the ads were in U.S.
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newspapers, U.S. women were a target market. More information about manufacture is
known about the Cotton Lawn, which was produced in a factory in Hangzhou, China, but
the exact location of all the materials could not be traced. Similarly, U.S. women are a
target consumer of the Cotton Lawn, but since it is an online retail brand the Cotton
Lawn is available to consumers worldwide.
Value. Pricing for both blouses allude to a middle class price range. However, the
specific purchase price for the Armistice Blouse could not be determined, only a range of
$5.95 to $27.50 based on similar armistice blouses from the FLEUR de LIS brand (see
Appendix D, Figure 49). In 2015 dollars, the Cotton Lawn falls under the lower price
range of the armistice blouses. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, $5.95 in
1920 is equivalent to $70.39 in today’s dollars ($1 in 1920 = $11.83 today). Comparing
household expenses of 1915 to 2015, annual take home pay for a man has increased from
$687 to $53,056, with buying power nearly tripling; an average house cost $3,200 in
1915 compared to $177,600 in today’s dollars; a car, which could be purchased for
$2,000, now averages $31,252; and a pair of moderately priced women’s shoes in 1915
cost $7-$10, equivalent to $163-$233 in today’s dollars (Williams, 2015). Therefore, a
single purchase of a moderately priced armistice blouse at $5.95 would take 0.87% of an
average man’s income in 1915, but only 0.13% in 2015 dollars. This comparison
demonstrates that the c. 1915 Armistice Blouse was more expensive to purchase than the
2015 garment. Prior to and during the early twentieth century people owned fewer clothes
that cost more to purchase than contemporary garments (personal communication, Leslie
Davis Burns, November 19, 2015). Currently, RTW supplies people with a vast wardrobe
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that is easily accessible and at an obtainable price. Nevertheless, societies in both time
periods valued the iconic silhouettes of the blouses enough to purchase them.

Commonalities and Disparities
Commonalities. At the core, twentieth century apparel production and twentyfirst century apparel production are relatively the same. The c. 1915 Armistice Blouse
originated during a time when the apparel industry was transitioning to the adoption of
apparel production through mechanized processes; although it is presumed to be hand
sewn instead of machine sewn, the materials that went into making the blouse (fiber,
fabric, thread, buttons) almost certainly had a mechanized aspect to them (Watson, 1907).
Therefore, the two blouses share an aspect of material production. Cotton constitutes the
majority of the fiber content of both blouses. Just as it was in the twentieth century, today
the U.S. is still the leading cotton producer globally, specifically in the southeast region
(Blumberg, 2013b; Watson, 1907). Practices for harvesting, preparing, spinning, and
weaving the cotton remained essentially the same (Blumberg, 2013c). Because both
blouses have a fabric structure of a plain weave, they have a high likelihood of the fabric
being woven on the same type of loom. Improvements to the function and efficiency of
the loom predictably have occurred, but the fundamental method remains the same.
Additionally, both blouses could have been subject to dyeing and or bleaching methods to
obtain their white and off-white color, as well as other finishing techniques to improve
the feel and wearability of the fabric and consequently the blouse. Throughout the entire
process of preparing the materials for construction, extensive varieties of machinery were
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predictably employed. As a result, considerable amounts of electricity would also have to
be available to power the machines.
After the preparation of the materials, both the c. 1915 Armistice Blouse and
Everlane’s Cotton lawn share similar garment manufacture aspects. Because the c. 1915
Armistice Blouse had a size label on it, it is reasonable to assume the FLEUR de LIS
company created a pattern to enable consistent production of the size 36 blouse, as well
as additional sizes. Similarly, Everlane’s Cotton Lawn would have a pattern based on
standard measurements. During both the twentieth and twenty-first century, an industry
standard for apparel production is for apparel companies to create standard sizes,
specifically a company size, that correlates with their brand image and targeted consumer
(Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p. 108). The setting of garment manufacture would vary
depending on each company’s business strategy. Based on FLEUR de LIS
advertisements, photographs of similar FLEUR de LIS extant blouses, and information
regarding shirtwaist factories, it is reasonable to suggest that the 1910s blouse was
constructed in factory-like settings, possibly with immigrant laborers (Peterson et al.,
2008, p. 32). One ad from 1922 lists that the blouse as a “product of a skilled
organization of 10,000 workers” (see Appendix D, Figure 50). Labeled as “hand made,”
some mechanization may still have been involved in the garment manufacture itself, in
addition to the material construction. A machine to cut the fabric may be a similar piece
of equipment for both the Everlane shirt and the 1910s blouse if Everlane’s shirt was cut
using a hand-guided machine rather than computer or laser cutting (Burns et al., 2011, pp.
356-358). Although the c. 1915 Armistice Blouse was labeled and determined to be
handmade, sewing machines were available for apparel production during the 1910s and
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employed by other companies, including shirtwaist companies (Breward, 2003, p. 54).
Sewing machines were classified by their ability to produce a lock or chain-type stitch;
the same categories of machine exist in 2015 (Watson, 1907, p.162; Lee & Steen, 2010,
p. 144). Both blouses exhibit French seaming using a plain straight stitch (not a chain).
Because French seaming takes more time and technique than a plain seam, it indicates a
higher quality garment.
Comparison between the blouses post-production is difficult because minimal
detail is known, but both FLEUR de LIS and Everlane advertised to a wide range of
potential customers. FLEUR de LIS published print advertisements in New York via the
Dry Goods Economist and Oregon in The Morning Oregonian (see Appendix D, Figures
49 and 50). Based on these advertisements, FLEUR de LIS shirtwaists were available in
both the East and West coasts of the U.S. and one would assume the rest of the U.S. as
well. Everlane is strictly an online retailer. Their Internet ads reach a vast array of
potential clients, including the U.S.
Besides similarities in production found among the two blouses, apparel
production as a whole shares additional common factors during the two eras. As
previously mentioned, the 1910s was a transitional period for the apparel industry from
dressmaking and hand sewing to RTW, and apparel production was also changing from
sewing at home to sewing in factory settings (Kidwell & Christman, 1974, p. 97; Tortora,
2015, p. 133). The c. 1915 Armistice Blouse represents one scenario of apparel
production during the 1910s, but RTW sewn by machines and created in factories
represents another scenario existing simultaneously. Comparing the emerging RTW
industry to today’s production, similarities exist in having large amounts of labor that
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specialize in a task or various tasks in a predominantly large setting, such as a factory,
and the implementation of contracting and subcontracting the result of which sometimes
concluded in factory abuses of labor. Driven by product demand or profit, some factories
compromised their working conditions and/or their employees’ wellbeing to meet
deadlines, keep the sale, and create profit (Burns et al., 2011, p. 12; Richards, 1951, p.
13).
Disparities. Although the RTW industry accelerated its development around the
1910s, it was not fully mature until 1920 (Breward, 2003, p. 54). Hand sewing was still in
use. Those who hand sewed could still make do with this profession. Nowadays, hand
sewing is primarily reserved for niche tasks, such as quilting. Machine sewing dominates.
Everlane’s Cotton Lawn exemplifies the 2015 industry standard of machine sewing by
being entirely machine sewn. Furthermore, the overwhelming diversity and abundance of
materials (synthetic and blended textiles and threads, various fibers, dyes, buttons,
zippers, lace, etc.) is vastly superior to what was available in the 1910s (Kadolph, 2010).
This increased availability of materials is partially connected to increased trade among
countries and the onset of globalization. Various countries can expand their material
selection by obtaining materials from neighboring or overseas countries. The
establishment of globalization in the late twentieth century and the creation of the World
Trade Organization (WTO), where member countries share an overarching goal of
improving international trade by negotiating trade agreements, increased trade
opportunities and “brought about dramatic shifts in the design, marketing, and production
of apparel worldwide” (Burns et al., 2011, p. 34). Countries began to develop niche
markets within the apparel industry. For example, currently the U.S. and France focus on
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the designing and marketing aspect of the production process, often outsourcing to other
countries primarily known for production, such as China and India. Japan and Taiwan are
recognized for being fabricators of high-tech textiles (Burns et al., 2011, p. 34).
Everlane’s Cotton Lawn demonstrates these aspects of twenty-first century apparel
production by being constructed of a blended fabric that would not have been available in
the 1910s and being designed by a U.S. company but manufactured in China.
Additionally, increased regulations coincided with the expansion of world trade.
Furthermore, twenty-first century apparel production is supplemented by more
sophisticated technology. CAD/CAM software, EDI, 3D technology, and other programs
such as Adobe Illustrator assist modern day companies with the research, design, and
prototyping stages of the production process, allowing for greater detail and more
advanced designs (Tortora, 2015, pp. 204-205). The types of technologies and programs
that may have been used on Everlane’s Cotton Lawn is unknown, but these technologies
were not available in the 1910s and is one area where the two blouses differ drastically.
Another major distinction between twentieth and twenty-first century apparel
production is the introduction and application of the Internet. Having immeasurable value
to modern day production, the Internet facilitates many of the aforementioned
technologies, world trade, communication within businesses and amongst companies,
dissemination of information and ideas, and numerous additional aspects of the apparel
industry. The availability and distribution of garments has also improved with the aid of
the Internet. Online retailing allows millions of viewers to shop at any hour of any day,
making garments available from a global scale and not limited to the domestic scale.
Reduced transportation costs also catalyzed the ability to transport garments long
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distances quickly and efficiently (Blumberg, 2013e). With a surplus of products and
competitors and increasing purchasing ability power shifted to consumers rather than
producers. Back in the 1910s, consumers could only purchase what retailers had decided
to produce; in 2015, retailers remain in business by anticipating and meeting the needs of
their consumers (Lewis & Dart, 2014).
Summary
After completing the analysis, the blouse from the DHE Historic and Cultural
Textile and Apparel Collection that was labeled 1910s was determined to be an armistice
blouse dating c. 1915. The fiber content of the main body of fabric is cotton. The fabric
structure is a balanced plain weave with approximately a 52 x 56 fabric count. According
to the label, the blouse is handmade; by observing the stitches and noticing a slight
irregularity, along with a SPI of 9 that falls in the range of hand stitching, I concluded
that the blouse was handmade (Hardy, 2015; McConnell, 2013). However, the label
appears to be machine stitched. Embroidery, drawn thread work, and lace constitute the
major details of the blouse, but their fiber content, along with the sewing thread, remains
unknown as they could not be tested without potentially damaging the blouse. How they
were manufactured also was not determined. The button material is likely to be motherof-pearl. Based off of the newspaper ads, the FLEUR de LIS brand was determined to
have been a U.S. shirtwaist manufacturer, whose merchandise could be delivered to both
the East and West Coast of the U.S. No information about the original owner was
provided to the DHE collection. My assumption is that she was a young to middle aged
woman of average socioeconomic class and slender build based on the images of women
in the FLEUR de LIS ads, the price range of their blouses, and the fraction of average
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annual income a blouse would cost as well as the measurements of the c. 1915 Armistice
Blouse itself. The fact that she had a popular garment of the time in her wardrobe
indicates that she kept up with the era’s fashions.
Translating the characteristics of the Armistice Blouse into a modern day
rendition lead to the selection of Everlane’s Cotton Lawn. Everlane provided the majority
of the manufacturing information. Made of 70% cotton and 30% lyocell, the fabric
structure is also a balanced plain weave that has an approximate fabric count of 85 x 90
and an SPI of 11. Designed by an American brand, it was manufactured in a factory in
Hangzhou, China where a variety of machinery and workers took part in the production
process. Location of manufacture of the buttons, threads, and labels could not be
determined, but the buttons are mother-of-pearl. Representative of the technological age,
the blouse was purchased via an online retailer. Modeled after the classic silhouette of a
dress shirt, the Cotton Lawn differentiates from others by its cut and combination of
fibers.
Factors that linked the manufacture of the c. 1915 Armistice Blouse to Everlane’s
Cotton Lawn include a similar process of producing the materials, such as U.S. grown
and harvested cotton, relatively equivalent machines used for the spinning and weaving
portion of the production process, and patterning based on company sizes. Both blouses
were potentially made in a factory-like setting by laborers who specialized in certain
tasks, possibly contracted or subcontracted. Transitioning into twenty-first century
production, the basic mechanisms of much of the machinery remained the same, but were
improved upon. The development of globalization, the Internet, and advanced technology
such as CAD/CAM enhanced twenty-first century apparel production, providing

	
  
numerous choices of materials, new and improved designing and manufacturing
techniques, and a plethora of information. Online retailing became prominent and
consumers gained power and increased purchasing ability.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
By analyzing two separate but comparable garments in style, function, and

content, one from the 1910s and one from 2015, I attempted to determine the garment
structure and construction to discern the process by which each garment was made. My
research objective was to link the similarities in their production methods as well as their
disparities to highlight the evolution of apparel production in the two previously stated
time periods.
I applied a modified version of the New Brunswick Artifact Analysis method
(Smith, 1985) to evaluate the c. 1915 Armistice Blouse and Everlane’s 2015 Cotton
Lawn blouse, which involved visually observing, sketching, measuring, and taking
photographs of each blouse. Subsequent steps encompassed researching construction
techniques and standard apparel production methods for each time period. The main
variation in my procedure from the standard New Brunswick Artifact Analysis process
was that I purposefully chose a comparative blouse from a drastically different era than
the original artifact, and I consulted supplementary sources throughout the process.
Primary sources included books, periodicals, extant artifacts, and photographs of extant
artifacts; secondary sources involved books, newspapers, articles, and email
correspondence with Liza D. from Better Dresses Vintage; Bobbi Owen, professor at
University of North Carolina and curator of the Consolidated Clothing and Costumes
Archive (Costar); and Mary Gallagher, curator at the Benton County Museum.
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Conclusions
Using a modified version of the New Brunswick Artifact Analysis, I selected a

blouse from the DHE Historic and Cultural Textile and Apparel Collection and
determined it to be an armistice blouse dating c. 1915. Based on the label’s claim of
being handmade, I verified that the blouse was hand stitched. Nevertheless, the label
itself and possibly the lace could have been machine-made. Machine work coinciding
with handwork is representative of the transition period of the 1910s from custom hand
sewn dresses to machine sewn RTW. A unique property of the blouse is that it actually
has a company label readily visible on the front of the blouse, which may exemplify the
beginning of the societal emphasis on brand names exhibited later on in the century and
currently in the twenty-first century. Perhaps a garment with a brand label was held to a
higher prestige in the 1910s than a garment that was not.
The fiber content of the main body of fabric is cotton. Embroidery, drawn thread
work, and lace constitute the major details of the blouse, but their fiber content and how
they were manufactured could not be tested without potentially damaging the blouse. The
button material is estimated to be mother-of-pearl. These materials demonstrate what was
available to a U.S. based apparel company. Because the FLEUR de LIS ads only
advertise their handmade blouses, the company may have solely been a shirtwaist
manufacturer, presumably a substantial one because they were advertising to both the
East and West Coast of the U.S., indicating that their merchandise could be delivered
throughout the nation. One ad claims that in 1922 they were “Nationally advertised –
Nationally Known – Nationally Demanded” (see appendix D, Figure 50). From their ads,
the FLEUR de LIS brand illustrated their customer as a young, well-dressed woman (see
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appendix D). FLEUR de LIS’ young woman echoes the trend of today’s society where
businesses aim the newest fashions at young, attractive women who are more likely to
embrace new fashions and be able to wear them beautifully.
Everlane’s Cotton Lawn, made of 70% cotton and 30% lyocell, was designed by
an American brand and manufactured in a factory in Hangzhou, China that employed a
variety of machinery and workers who took part in the production process. Similar to the
Armistice blouse, a young, slender woman that matches 2015 standards of beauty is
shown modeling the shirt. Providing a photograph rather than an illustration, Everlane
markets their shirt solely online, in contrast to the 1910s blouse that was sold in stores or
possibly through catalogs, often advertising through newspapers and magazines
(Everlane, 2015a). Everlane’s online retailing highlights a growing trend of retailers
attempting to grow or create their brands entirely online. Nearly every retailer nowadays
has an online website that shows and/or sells their merchandise. Everlane’s merchandise
is solely available online and cannot be physically bought in stores, reducing the overall
cost from production to consumer. Furthermore, Everlane’s website addresses growing
consumer demand of knowing where and how their garment is produced. General
information about cost of production, retail mark-up, comparison price, and the factory
are all provided for the shirt. Interestingly enough, FLEUR de LIS also lists general
information about how their blouses were constructed by describing the workers and their
quantity (see Appendix D, Figure 50). However, this information may have been more of
a promotional tactic to entice consumers to buy FLEUR de LIS blouses rather than
information the consumer required.
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At the beginning of my research, I expected to discover drastic differences

between twentieth century apparel production compared to twenty-first century apparel
production. Through my analysis of the two garments in the corresponding time periods,
I instead found that while the gap between the garments is approximately 100 years, the
steps for manufacturing them are much more alike than I expected.
Similarities between the c. 1915 Armistice Blouse and Everlane’s 2015 Cotton
Lawn shirt include a similar process of making the materials, such as U.S. grown and
harvested cotton, relatively equivalent machines used for the spinning and weaving
portion of the production process, and patterning based on company sizes. Both blouses
were most likely made in a factory-like setting by laborers who specialized in certain
tasks, possibly contracted or subcontracted. Transitioning into twenty-first century
production, the basic mechanism of much of the machinery remained the same, only
improved upon. The development of globalization, the Internet, and advanced technology
such as CAD/CAM enhanced twenty-first century apparel production, providing
numerous choices of materials, new and improved designing and manufacturing
techniques, and a plethora of information. Online retailing became prominent and
consumers gained power and increased purchasing ability. Thus, the c. 1915 Armistice
Blouse is a symbol of the beginning of the transition of women’s attire from largely
dresses to incorporating separates and the in-between period just before RTW became the
new face of the apparel industry in the 1920s, while the Cotton Lawn shirt represents an
industry standard in 2015.
Comparing the two blouses overall, the transition to twenty-first century
production retained much of the basic mechanism machinery used in apparel production,
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though it was improved upon. The advancement of technology and spread of
globalization were obvious assumptions supported by my findings. What I did not expect
was how many elements that originated with the RTW industry are still retained in 2015,
such as the structure, the motivation behind it, and the labor intensiveness.

Past, present, and future technologies have and will serve to assist the creator of
dress, whether that creator is using the simplest of tools or the most complex. It
may expand his or her options or limit them. Technology has enabled the
accomplishment of specific objectives. (Tortora, 2015, p. 224)

Essentially, techniques and process has simply been elaborated since the 1910s, but the
core is relatively the same. Each time period has its own innovations and tools,
influenced by the previous eras and expanding into the next.

Implications
To understand the significance and importance of knowing how garments are
produced in 2015, I will reintroduce the globally manufactured T-shirt example discussed
in chapter II. At the end of Planet Money’s miniseries, following the production of their
T-shirt, their final chapter reveals the people who helped construct their shirt, from the
cotton farmer to the seamstress, thereby giving the fashion industry a face. Furthermore,
via a social media hashtag #seedtoshirt, outsiders can see the consumers of the men’s and
women’s T-shirts that were produced for the show and get an idea of those who are
behind the movement of knowing where their clothes came from. Consumers of today are
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becoming increasingly aware that their garments may not be made following the most
ethical standards, especially after events such as the Bangladesh factory collapse at Rana
Plaza (Blumberg, 2013d). Similar awareness occurred back in 1911 after the Triangle
Shirtwaist Factory Tragedy, which lead to the promotion of the International Ladies’
Garment Worker’s Union and a Factory Investigating Commission that conducted
hearings and regulations about factory safety regulations (Peterson et al., 2008, p. 32;
Burns et al, 2011, p. 12). Just as apparel manufacturing itself has stayed essentially the
same but simply expanded on, issues related to the apparel industry, such as the ones
mentioned above, still exist. Environmental and social controversies surround the apparel
industry (Rivoli, 2009, p. 130).
Economist Pietra Rivoli describes the dangers of free trade being a catalyst for the
“race to the bottom” scenario for environmental practices due to incessant pressures of
cost forcing factories to use the cheapest locations and the most flexible environmental
rules, which in turn affect workers (2009, p. 130). She states that apparel production
without regulations can be toxic to the planet, “just as without labor laws and codes of
conduct the race to the bottom will lead to children working in sweatshops,” and that
“firms that dump toxins into rivers or burn cheaper fossil fuels for energy are able to
reduce their own costs, but higher costs are borne by society at large” (Rivoli, 2009, p.
131). In a globally entwined world, one country impacts more than just itself.
Furthermore, she emphasizes that studies show “that the consumer holds the best
possibilities for influencing the product’s overall environmental profile” and that while
advancing green production processes are important, those who wear the garment “have a
greater role to play in environmental stability than those who produce them” (Rivoli,
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2009, p. 132). As stated in previous chapters, consumers hold significant leverage in the
apparel industry. Without consumers purchasing retailers’ products, retailers would cease
to exist. Therefore, the needs of consumers drive the apparel industry and directly affect
it.
As consumers become more aware of their impact on apparel production, the
main question is if the movement for consumer consciousness about their clothing is
merely a temporal ideal, or if the mentality around consumption and apparel production
will instigate a permanent change towards fair trade. The complexities between consumer
demands and what the industry can provide to meet those demands is a tangled web of
fibers itself, but by informing the public about the origins of their garments, enough
people may care about the ethics of the fashion industry to make an impact. Continuing
with the web analogy, as more people become aware of how their clothing is made,
single strands will begin to untangle themselves from the web. The purpose of informing
the public is not to force them to be socially responsible and rip the knots from the web
but to allow them to make a choice, and slowly, the web will begin to unravel. Ideally,
consumers’ needs would eventually shift from the fast, demanding pace of modern
fashion, and create a new need for ethically made garments.
Alerted of the latest fashion trends through various sources, people consume the
various merchandise offered by the fashion industry that reflect the Zeitgeist, “the spirit
of the times,” while the fashion industry, in turn, develops merchandise to please
consumers, thereby creating a feedback loop. This phenomenon is most observable in
fashion trends (Brannon, 2010, p.13). One major aspect of today’s apparel industry is for
retailers to successfully interpret and predict their consumers’ wants and needs, often one
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to two years in advance. For instance, a predicted fashion trend that could develop is
androgynous clothing (La Ferla, D1).
A year old company, 1.61, created by Kimberly Wesson and Aimee Cho, focuses
on producing unisex clothing such as “loose-fitting trousers, swagger coats, and easy
shirts” (La Ferla, 2015, D1). A developing fashion trend that is blurring the lines of
gender, evidenced on the “narrowing of the sexual divide” in runway shows of designers
Rick Owens and Gucci’s Alessandro Michele. Both designers are “bent on eroding the
once rigid demarcation between conventionally feminine and masculine clothes” (La
Ferla, 2015, D1). The unisex trend of today developed mainly from fashion’s fixation
with the late 1960s and early 1970s, gaining in popularity that has not existed since the
aforementioned decades. The existence of brands specifically for this gender-fluid trend
and an increasing acceptance by society has helped this trend gain traction. According to
Ken Downing, the fashion director at Neiman Marcus, “‘what we’re seeing now…is a
seismic shift in fashion, a widening acceptance of style with no boundaries, one that
reflects the way that young people dress’” (La Ferla, 2015, D8). Furthermore, designers
benefit from this trend of gender-neutrality because it allows them to show both men’s
and women’s looks at the same time, producing a clear identity and saving time and
money. Justin O’Shea, the buying director for Mytheresa.com, notes that “the modern
consumer wants to be part of a bigger picture, part of a movement” (La Ferla, 2015, D8).
Still, other designers question the effect of the unisex trend and believe it to be a passing
trend. While some designers target a universal, gender free apparel collection, others
simply give it a nod.
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Besides trends, apparel producers are interested in developments that aid in the

manufacturing process. One such development is the onset of 3D printing, brought to
attention in 2014 and gaining popularity. “Shoes were one of the first 3-D printed items
to be publicized” (Tortora, 2015, p. 225). Technology’s “speed and ability to change
rapidly from one style or form to another is just what fashion is all about” (Tortora, 2015,
p. 225). However, all of these developments and changes within the fashion industry
depend on if the consumer values it enough to monetarily support it. High-tech fibers will
only go into mass production if the high development cost is worth the innovation to the
consumer. Furthermore, from a sustainability perspective, if consumers do not approve of
their garments being produced in third world countries, will they be willing to pay the
additional cost? The question then arises “is the manufacturing complex agile enough to
adapt to needed changes quickly and easily enough to satisfy a public hungry for fashion
change?” (Tortora, 2015, p. 226).
In the end, the one variable prevalent throughout the two eras discussed in this
thesis is the term fashion itself. Volatile and dependent on the time and the culture that
defines it, the purpose of fashion can be described as a form of “art, social process, or
commercial product” (Breward, 2003, p. 49). The future of the fashion industry cannot be
precisely known. There are too many variables. Previous trends and methods of
operations may be reinstated, people who scorned fashion may fall in love with it while
those who were once considered “fashionistas” may put that off to the side, and perhaps
men’s fashion will one day surpass women’s as it did in the past. Clothing may become
investments to wear in the long term or to be worn and quickly discarded. Nevertheless,
how a person dresses is that individual’s choice and a method of self-expression, and it is
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likely that “there will never be an abdication of individual choice” (Kidwell & Christman,
1974, p. 203).
Limitations
All the aforementioned information and analysis were carefully compiled and
organized to provide valuable information concerning the comparison between twentieth
century apparel production and twenty-first century apparel production. Nevertheless,
certain limitations should be accounted for as they may affect the information contained
in this report.
From the selection, commencing research and analysis of the c.1915 Armistice
Blouse to the final draft and defense, this project had a limited time frame of
approximately nine months, during which only a specified amount of time could be
dedicated due to other obligations. Therefore, as a result of a time restraint, the extent of
researching, analyzing, and compiling the data and information was constrained to what
could be found within the provided time frame. More comprehensive knowledge could
have been obtained given an extended amount of time and perhaps more than two
garments could have been analyzed. Because the analysis focused solely on two
garments, data are skewed specifically to those lone examples of twentieth century
production and twenty-first century production. Part of the analysis involved acquiring
more information about the society from which each garment originated in, in the hopes
that each garment presented a sample of apparel production that could be attributed to the
industry as a whole. Although both of these garments do provide information about their
corresponding society, they only represent one portion of the industry, specifically
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through the perspective of the FLEUR de LIS and Everlane brand. They do not enable a
generalization to a broader “population” of garments.
Furthermore, the time frame from approximately 1915 to 2015 encompasses a
significant expanse of changes in apparel production. Although the 1910s and 2015 were
the years of focus, research and basic understanding of the years prior and post the 1910s
was necessary to properly analyze and document the changes occurring in the apparel
industry. Having a large time span in a relatively short time frame with a broad category
of apparel production in its entirety, limited the amount of information that could be
obtained. Because apparel production is such a diverse industry, information about many
topics had to be gathered, but the amount of information was only partial to what is
available. The availability of resources and locating resources also affected the type of
information that was collected. Specifically, a lack of primary sources requires a heavier
reliance on secondary sources, particularly for apparel production in the 1910s. Having
more secondary sources for twentieth century apparel production influences the accuracy
of the given information and does not encompass the totality of apparel production during
the given time period. Therefore, the information I state relies on the accuracy of others’
previous research.
To reiterate, this thesis is not meant to be entirely comprehensive of twentieth and
twenty-first century apparel production. To do so would require full attention to the topic
and the end product being a several hundred-paged mammoth book. The intention was to
reveal the nuances of apparel production from 2015 standards through the perspective of
a blouse, and to contrast those realities to the gradations of the apparel industry in the
1910s. By providing sufficient information to understand the origin of RTW and mass
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production, along with the steps to manufacture a garment in today’s standards, I strived
to forecast potential outcomes of apparel production and the apparel industry to alert
consumers and companies of their influence. But I have created only one garment in an
immense wardrobe; there are many other factors at play.
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APPENDIX A
Photos of c. 1915 Armistice Blouse

Figure 12. Armistice Blouse Front – untied

Figure 13. Armistice Blouse Front – close up

Figure 14. Armistice Blouse Front – tied

Figure 15. Armistice Blouse Front – tied, close-up
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Figure 16. Armistice Blouse Wearer’s Right – untied Figure 17. Armistice Blouse Wearer’s right – tied

Figure 18. Armistice Back – untied

Figure 19. Armistice Blouse Back – tied

	
  

Figure 20. Armistice Blouse – Back Tie
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Figure 21. Armistice Blouse- Collar Detail
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Figure 22. Armistice Blouse - motif

Figure 24. Armistice Blouse - label

Figure 23. Armistice Blouse - cuff detail
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c. 1915 Armistice Blouse POM

Figure 25. Armistice Blouse Front POM. Personal illustration by Kelly Baker.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20”	
  –	
  sleeve	
  length	
  from	
  beginning	
  of	
  armscye	
  to	
  edge	
  of	
  cuff	
  
16”	
  –	
  underarm	
  length	
  from	
  beginning	
  of	
  armscye	
  to	
  beginning	
  of	
  the	
  cuff	
  
7.5”	
  –	
  armscye	
  curve	
  (not	
  circumference)	
  	
  
19.5”	
  –	
  front	
  length	
  measurement	
  2	
  ¼”	
  to	
  the	
  right	
  of	
  the	
  armscye	
  seam	
  
21”	
  –	
  front	
  length	
  measurement	
  from	
  high	
  point	
  shoulder	
  
15”	
  –	
  front	
  panel	
  measurement	
  including	
  the	
  lace	
  border	
  
32”	
  –	
  neckline,	
  measured	
  on	
  the	
  roll	
  line	
  of	
  the	
  collar	
  starting	
  and	
  ending	
  from	
  edges	
  of	
  the	
  
lace	
  	
  
1	
  ¾”	
  –	
  collar	
  rise	
  	
  
1	
  ½”	
  –	
  width	
  of	
  lace	
  border	
  	
  
	
  3/8”	
  –	
  distance	
  from	
  lace	
  border	
  to	
  beginning	
  of	
  design	
  motif	
  
	
  5”	
  –	
  width	
  of	
  panel	
  
	
  12.4”	
  –	
  wearer’s	
  left	
  side	
  seam	
  to	
  the	
  center	
  front	
  panel	
  
21.5”	
  –	
  width	
  of	
  blouse	
  at	
  hem	
  when	
  laid	
  flat	
  (not	
  side	
  seam	
  to	
  side	
  seam)	
  
4.5”	
  –	
  shoulder	
  length	
  
3”	
  –	
  interior	
  width	
  of	
  collar	
  from	
  fold	
  line	
  to	
  corner	
  	
  
	
  4.5”	
  –	
  exterior	
  width	
  of	
  collar	
  from	
  fold	
  line	
  to	
  corner	
  
5.75”	
  –	
  width	
  of	
  sleeve	
  measured	
  2”	
  from	
  the	
  armscye	
  seam	
  
10	
  ¾”	
  –	
  side	
  seam	
  length	
  
2.5”	
  –	
  length	
  of	
  cuff	
  including	
  lace	
  border	
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Figure 26. Armistice Blouse Back POM. Personal illustration by Kelly Baker.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

18.25”	
  –	
  back	
  length	
  measurement	
  2	
  ¼”	
  to	
  the	
  right	
  of	
  the	
  armscye	
  seam	
  
4”	
  –	
  length	
  of	
  braid	
  attached	
  in	
  the	
  back	
  
3/8”	
  –	
  width	
  of	
  braid	
  
24.5”	
  –	
  length	
  of	
  tie	
  from	
  tip	
  to	
  blouse	
  attachment	
  
2	
  ¾”	
  –	
  length	
  of	
  back	
  collar	
  from	
  fold	
  line	
  to	
  beginning	
  of	
  lace	
  border	
  
4”	
  –	
  total	
  length	
  of	
  back	
  collar,	
  including	
  lace	
  border	
  
4.5”	
  –	
  width	
  of	
  sleeve	
  by	
  opening	
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Detail POM

Figure 27. Front Detail Dimensions

Figure 29. Cuff Detail Dimensions

Figure 28. Collar Detail Dimensions
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Figure 30. Shoulder Detail POM

Figure 32. Button Dimensions

Figure 31. Label Dimensions
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APPENDIX B
Photos of 2015 Everlane Cotton Lawn

Figure 33. Everlane Cotton Lawn Front

Figure 34. Everlane Cotton Lawn Front - close up

Figure 35. Everlane Cotton Lawn Wearer’s Right

Figure 36. Everlane Cotton Lawn Back

	
  

Figure 37. Everlane Cotton Lawn Front Pocket
and Collar Detail
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Figure 38. Everlane Cotton Lawn Sleeve Detail

Figure 39. Everlane Cotton Lawn Front Label
Detail: EVERLANE: Made in Hangzhou,
China

Figure 40. Everlane Cotton Lawn Care Label on the
interior of wearer’s left side seam	
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Figure 41. Everlane Cotton Lawn Front Collar Detail

Figure 42. Everlane Cotton Lawn Back Yoke & Pleat Detail
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2015 Everlane Cotton Lawn POM

Figure 43. Everlane Cotton Lawn Front POM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

22.5”	
  –	
  sleeve	
  length	
  from	
  beginning	
  of	
  armscye	
  to	
  edge	
  of	
  cuff	
  
2.5”	
  –	
  width	
  of	
  cuff	
  
3	
  5/8”	
  –	
  width	
  at	
  wrist	
  
16.75”	
  –	
  underarm	
  length	
  from	
  beginning	
  of	
  armscye	
  to	
  beginning	
  of	
  the	
  cuff	
  
10.5”	
  –	
  armscye	
  curve	
  (not	
  circumference)	
  	
  
25”	
  –	
  front	
  length	
  measurement	
  2	
  ¼”	
  to	
  the	
  right	
  of	
  the	
  armscye	
  seam	
  
18”	
  –	
  width	
  measured	
  1”	
  below	
  the	
  armscye	
  
24.25”	
  –	
  center	
  front	
  length	
  measurement	
  	
  
16”	
  –	
  neck	
  circumference	
  measured	
  from	
  the	
  collar	
  band	
  
2”	
  –	
  collar	
  width	
  
4	
  7/8”	
  –	
  shoulder	
  width	
  
	
  –	
  shoulder	
  width	
  yoke	
  
4	
  3/8”	
  –	
  shoulder	
  length	
  yoke	
  
3.25”	
  –	
  button	
  placement	
  
1.25”	
  –	
  button	
  placket	
  width	
  
14.5”	
  –	
  side	
  seam	
  length	
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Figure 44. Everlane Cotton Lawn Back POM
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

1.5”	
  –	
  back	
  collar	
  rise	
  
13.25”	
  –	
  back	
  yoke	
  width	
  
26.25”	
  –	
  back	
  length	
  measurement	
  2	
  ¼”	
  to	
  the	
  right	
  of	
  the	
  armscye	
  seam	
  
1	
  1/8”	
  –	
  back	
  pleat	
  width	
  
27.25”	
  –	
  CB	
  length	
  
7.5”	
  –	
  sleeve	
  diagonal	
  width	
  measured	
  2”	
  from	
  the	
  top	
  of	
  the	
  armscye	
  and	
  1”	
  from	
  the	
  
bottom	
  
23. ¾”	
  –	
  back	
  sleeve	
  button	
  width	
  
24. 5”	
  –	
  back	
  sleeve	
  placket	
  length	
  
25. 1.25”	
  –	
  sleeve	
  button	
  placement	
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Detail POM

Figure 45. Care Label Detail,
Dimensions, and Placement

Figure 46. Label Detail Dimensions
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Figure 47. Pocket Detail Dimensions

Figure 48. Button Detail Dimensions
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APPENDIX C
Comprehensive Responses to the New Brunswick Artifact Analysis Checklist of
Questions2

c. 1915 Armistice Blouse
Material
What materials were used to produce the artifact and complete its
appearance? (Quality of materials used?) The main material making up the body of the
garment is solid, cream colored, sheer, plain weave. From observation, the fabric is made
of finely spun single ply cotton or linen yarn. Results from a microscope test indicate that
the fiber is cotton rather than linen. The fabric structure is a balanced plain weave with a
fabric count of roughly 52 x 56. The fabric structure is a plain weave; the fabric name
could be lawn or batiste (Kadolph, 2010, pp. 264-265). The blouse is monochromatic
where the only contrasting color is found in the red thread of the label. Other materials
include the lace, thread, and braided tie. These materials are also estimated to be cotton.
The material of the buttons is yet to be determined, as well as the material of the label.
The label appears to be machine-made and could potentially be out of synthetic material.
Did the materials used influence the object’s final form? The fine thread and
somewhat loose plain weave add to the drape and blouson effect of the blouse.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
2	
  Answers are in their original state. Some information was added/researched while
writing this thesis.
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Are these materials used in similar artifacts? Common materials for blouses of

similar silhouette in approximately the same time period are linen, cotton lawn, batiste,
crepe de chine, and silk.
Where did the unworked materials originate? TBD - possibly Puerto Rico?
Phillippines?
Do the materials employed suggest trade patterns/practices? Depending on
the origin of the blouse, the fiber, lace, label, buttons, and thread could have originated in
different places than its manufacturing location. Especially if the lace is handmade, it
could have been produced from a different company and bought specifically for this style
of blouse. According to an ad in 1920 for FLEUR de LIS Handmade Waists, the blouses
were made in “Porto Rico.” Another ad lists them as being made by “Phillippinos.”

Construction
How was the artifact fabricated and finished? (a detailed examination
including texture, size, etc.) According to the label, the blouse was handmade as a size
36” bust. Observing the visible stitching throughout the blouse revealed some irregularity
and a distinguishable amount of space in-between the stitches. Measuring the SPI on the
hem resulted in an SPI of 9, supporting the authenticity of the blouse being handmade.
The fabric is potentially cotton lawn or batiste due to the plain weave structure, fineness
of the threads, lightweight and sheerness qualities. Due to the age, the garment color may
differ from when it was originally produced. However, it does not appear to have been
dyed, and besides the bright red thread stitched on the label, it is absent of color.
Currently, it is an off-white/pale yellow hue. Lace borders along the collar (presumably a
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full rolled collar), neckline, and sleeve cuffs add texture, as does the drawnwork and
embroidered motifs.
What construction methods (and tools) would be required to produce this
artifact? (Handmade/machine made? Quality and complexity of construction?) The
amount of detail and handwork evident in this blouse indicate its high quality. Minute ¼”
French seams finished the side seam, armholes, sleeves, wrist, cuff, and collar. A clean
finished hem with topstitching was used on the hem and button closure. According to the
label, the blouse is hand made; however, the label appears to be machine-made. If the
lace is all handmade, specific tools may have been required. The drawnwork detailing
may have also required special equipment. Otherwise, a sewing needle and embroidery
needle probably would have been the only equipment needed to sew the blouse.
Machinery to spin the yarn, weave it to create the fabric, and possibly cut it would have
been employed. An iron was likely to have been used throughout the process as well.
How was the object’s appearance affected or influenced by the construction
techniques employed? The quality detailing made the garment look very cleanly
presented: it almost could have been worn inside-out.
Is any form of ornamentation/decoration present? If so, what type? The
blouse is largely decorated with an elaborate collar of lace (a repeat of a floral motif,
possibly a rose, and a 3 leaf bunch), drawnwork, and embroidery. Similar ornamentation
is found on the cuff and center front panel. The drawnwork is generally in geometric
form, creating a border/boundary, squares/rectangles, or “columns” alternating in height.
French knots accompany the drawnwork on the center front panel, collar, and cuffs.
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Motifs inside the rectangular and square design on the center front panel and collar
appear to be flowers or swastikas.
How does this ornamentation/decoration affect the artifact’s appearance?
The embroidery, lace, and drawnwork add to the aesthetic quality of the blouse and make
it more interesting than if it had been without. The ornamentation also adds to the high
quality of the blouse. Armistice blouses have similar silhouettes, but the different design
details differentiate the blouses from each other and add to the unique qualities. If each
blouse has different design details, then they would be
Are any markings or inscriptions present? The only writing visible is on the
label which reads: “FLEUR de LIS”
“Hand Made Blouse”
“TRADE MARK REG’D”
36
Are there any signs of wear or repair? No obvious signs of repair were found.
Sweat stains are visible at the bottom of the armhole. Small, dark stains are on the front,
the wearer’s left collar, and on the cuffs. Two small holes are located near the left side
seam by the hem.
Does the construction of this artifact differ greatly from similar objects?
(objects by the same maker and others) From the image of similar blouses by the same
maker, the overall silhouette and features of the blouse are relatively the same, but the
specific design details differ from blouse to blouse. For instance, there might be a
different design for the lace border/trim, different motifs for the center, pintucks or no
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pintucks, etc. Overall, the appearance, fabric, and design details are similar if not the
same.
Is its design comparable to like objects (Is the overall design a set style?) Yes,
similar characteristics, details, and features as an “Armistice Blouse” which is sometimes
called a “pneumonia blouse” (Liza D.) The majority of the similar blouses had a square
neckline, a collar often trimmed in lace, a hidden closure (presumably off-center on the
wearer’s left or on both sides of the front panel), set-in straight sleeves ending in a cuff
with some sort of decoration, a long tie attached to the back, and fairly sheer, non-dyed
fabric.
What stage of development or evolution does this artifact represent when
with both older and more recent objects of a similar type? (Does the design aid in
dating?) Mid 1910s-early 1920s (Liza D., personal communication, June 5, 2015). 1915
-1919 according to Bobbi Owen, curator of Costar Archive in NC and Professor of
Dramatic Art at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (Owen, B., personal
communication, June 8, 2015). Earlier blouses had the more obvious “S” shape, high
collars, and were very frilly and lacy and do not match the general silhouette of the
blouse being analyzed.
What degree of sophistication is represented by the artifact? (style, method
of construction, etc.) TBD: hemstitching, embroidery, French seams, crocheted lace,
hand or machine made? Well constructed.
Is the artifact a reproduction? Analysis suggests it is not.
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Function
Why was the artifact produced? To make shirtwaists/blouses available to
women. The term “armistice blouse” may have derived from it being a popular item
during the Armistice.
What function did this artifact perform? Based off of a “Fleur-de-Lis” ad, the
blouse may have been intended to be worn with a “sport or street suit,” implying that it
was an “everyday” sort of garment. Another option, due to its detailing, is that it could
have been worn for a special occasion, such as a graduation or evening wear by a young
woman. However, it may not have sufficient detailing to qualify as a special occasion sort
of garment (Pittock Mansion, 2015a).
How well did the artifact perform its intended function? The Fleur-de-Lis
brand, known for their handmade blouses, appears to be popular during the beginning of
the 1920s, suggesting that their blouses were of good enough quality to satisfy customers.
Was the object’s functional performance affected by its design, materials
used, construction methods employed or the ornamentation applied? (Does any of
these hinder or reduce the artifact’s effectiveness?) Armistice blouses, or similar type
blouses, were sometimes referred to as “pneumonia blouses” due to their sheerness (Liza
D., personal communication, June 5, 2015). It appears to be more of a fashionable rather
than a functional garment. The design, materials, and construction do not hinder its
function as a blouse.
Does the artifact’s function reveal anything about its maker/owner? TBD
What is its function today and has its function changed? Fleur-de-Lis
blouses/armistice blouses no longer appear to be manufactured. Enthusiasts for this style
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can make their own armistice blouse off a modern pattern adapted from Folkwear
(Folkwear, 2015).

Provenance
Where and when was the object produced? Probably around 1918-1924,
possibly in Puerto Rico or the Phillipines (or just immigrant workers?).
Who was the maker? FLEUR de LIS
Hand Made Blouse
TRADE MARK REG’D

Where and how was the artifact used? Where: TBD, probably the U.S.A. The
blouse appears to be a decorative blouse that was not considered formalwear or
workwear. It may have been worn with a sport or street suit. One ad suggested it be used
for “dress, street, or sportswear.”
Who was the original owner of the object? Original owner not know,
potentially a young U.S. woman.
When and where did the original owner live and what was his social status,
trade, etc.? N/A.
Who were the subsequent owners and where? Plus any other info on the
object’s history, owners, and maker(s), etc. Heather Emberson donated the blouse to
the OSU Historic Textiles Collection as a gift. No additional information was discovered.
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Value
What was the artifact’s value to its original owner? TBD/ possibly N/A.
Did ownership of this type of artifact reflect the social or economic status of
the original owner? Potentially. The original owner was probably middle class.
What value was placed on the object by society? TBD
What cultural value does it reveal? Styles/fashions/trends of the time. It reflects
the end of WWI, hence why it’s called an “armistice” blouse.
What value does the object have to the society in which it was produced?
From an extrinsic/ monetary perspective: One similar armistice blouse from the FLEUR
de LIS brand in 1920 was priced at $5.95. A variety of others from an unknown date
range from $5 - $14.50, some even higher: $18.50, $27.50.

According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, $5.95 in 1920 is equivalent to $70.39 in
2015 dollars ($1 in 1920 = $11.83 today). $14.50 = $171.53. $27.50 = $325.32

2015 Comparative Blouse
Material
What materials were used to produce the artifact and complete its
appearance? (Quality of materials used?) The shirt is all white with matching thread
and white buttons. The fabric structure is plain weave; the fabric name is lawn.
According to the product description, the shirt is described as “lighter-than air” and is a
“soft, semi-sheer cotton blend” of 70% cotton and 30% lyocell (also called Tencel). The
website lists the white buttons of being made of mother-of-pearl (Everlane, 2015a). Upon
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inspection of the side seam tag, the shirt was verified as being 70% cotton and 30%
lyocell. The button’s material could not be investigated. The thread’s fiber was not tested,
but is assumed to be cotton, polyester, or a blend. Everlane’s brand label appears to be
made out of ribbon material with finished edges, but the fiber could not be determined
without dismantling the label. I predict at least part of the label contains synthetic fibers.
The side seam label is plastic with the text printed on. A spare button was sewn onto this
label.
Fine, uniform threads and a tight weaving pattern demonstrate a certain level of
quality in manufacturing the fabric. A high fabric count of approximately 85x90 (or 175)
implies a high quality fabric provides a smoother, softer feel. Because the number of
warp yarns is roughly equivalent to the number of filling yarns, the fabric is considered a
balanced plain weave (Kadolph, 2010, pp. 264-265). Mother-of-pearl buttons could be
preferable to plastic buttons, but are still fairly standard for dress shirts.
Did the materials used influence the object’s final form? Everlane describes
their Cotton Lawn shirt as having a “regular fit” that “hangs slightly off the body.” The
lightweight fabric with a high thread count is appropriate for the draped, loose fit of the
shirt (Everlane, 2015a).
Are these materials used in similar artifacts? Yes. Cotton and mother-of-pearl
buttons are common materials used in other dress shirts as well from a variety of
companies including Nordstrom, Gap, and Ralph Lauren. Lyocell is increasing in
popularity as an apparel fabric. Examples of similar shirts comprised of cotton, lyocell,
and/or mother-of-pearl buttons are in the following links:
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•

Nordstrom:
http://shop.nordstrom.com/s/caslonboyfriendshirt/3979404?origin=key
wordsearchpersonalizedsort&contextualcategoryid=0&fashionColor=White&resu
ltback=4080

•

Gap: http://www.gap.com/browse/product.do?vid=1&pid=982224012

•

Ralph Lauren:
http://www.ralphlauren.com/product/index.jsp?productId=61797246
&utm_source=CSE&utm_medium=Google_PLA&utm_campaign=CA&utm_con
tent=WomenShirts&CAWELAID=120209620000245840&CAGPSPN=pla&gcli
d=CN-ppsvCk8gCFUuVfgodd8AOkA

Where did the unworked materials originate? The shirt was manufactured in a
factory in Hangzhou, China. Whether the material itself was made within the factory is
unknown.
Do the materials employed suggest trade patterns/practices? Yes, production
is sourced overseas and the materials are also most likely foreign rather than domestic.

Construction
How was the artifact fabricated and finished? (a detailed examination
including texture, size, etc.) Everlane produced the shirt in a factory in Hangzho, China.
Details include mother-of-pearl buttons as the center front placket (p.184), French seams,
a single pleat in the back yoke and by the continuous lap placket on both sleeves (p.185),
a large breast patch pocket (p.103) on the wearer’s left, a tailored shirt collar (p.99),
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longer back than front by three inches (see figure…..), set in sleeves with a tailored
French cuff and high cap height (pp.94-95); topstitching along all the seam lines, button
and buttonhole placket, hem, and collar; double row topstitching along the sleeve placket
and cuff (Lee & Steen, 2010). According to Everlane’s sizing, the shirt is an extra small
(XS). Besides topstitching, the shirt does not have additional texture.
What construction methods (and tools) would be required to produce this
artifact? (Handmade/machine made? Quality and complexity of construction?)
Everlane’s website explicitly states that the garment was produced in a factory in
Hangzhou, China. Pictures of the factory demonstrate a vast array of machines, but the
specific varieties could not be identified. Additionally, the factory is also Everlane’s
primary silk producer. Consequently, not all of the pictures are relevant to the Cotton
Lawn shirt (Everlane, 2015b). Nevertheless, the shirt is machine-made. Based on industry
standards, an industrial lockstitch machine was most likely used for the primary straight
stitch, the 301 lockstitch (Lee & Steen, 2010, pp. 144, 147). All the topstitching is the
301 lockstitch. Because the seams are French seams where the edges of the seam are
hidden, the actual seam stitch is assumed to be the 301 lockstitch as well. For the
buttonholes, the 304 lockstitch (zigzag stitch) was almost certainly applied (Lee & Steen,
2010, p. 148). Other machines for spinning the yarn, weaving the yarn, creating the
thread, producing the buttons, sewing the buttons, cutting the fabric, and ironing the shirt
were presumable also part of the process. Everlane’s website does not provide this
information. Due to lack of time and resources, the specific machines were not identified.
French seams, sleeve plackets, and a collar add complexity and French seams are an
indication of a higher quality garment.
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How was the object’s appearance affected or influenced by the construction

techniques employed? Because the garment is semi-sheer, the French seams create a
smooth, clean seam. The industry-quality stitching also improves the overall appearance.
Is any form of ornamentation/decoration present? If so, what type? The only
additional design details include the large front pocket and the pleat in the back. No
ornamentation in the form of beading, embroidery, cutwork, or design lines are exhibited
in this shirt.
How does this ornamentation/decoration affect the artifact’s appearance?
Minimalistic design characteristics with no additional ornamentation create the simple,
modern appeal of this shirt. It is clean-cut with a standard silhouette, design features and
characteristics.
Are any markings or inscriptions present? No. The only visible text is in the
two labels on the interior of the shirt.
Are there any signs of wear or repair? No, it is a new shirt.
Does the construction of this artifact differ greatly from similar objects?
(objects by the same maker and others) Everlane’s Cotton Lawn is similar in overall
silhouette and stylistic details to their other shirts and tops.
1.

Cotton-Linen Long-Sleeve: https://www.everlane.com/collections/womensshirting/products/womens-cotton-linen-long-sleeve-white

2.

The Long-Sleeve: https://www.everlane.com/collections/womensshirting/products/womens-poplin-long-sleeve-white

It follows the standard shape of a dress shirt (same links as previous in “material”
section).
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Nordstrom:
http://shop.nordstrom.com/s/caslonboyfriendshirt/3979404?origin=key
wordsearchpersonalizedsort&contextualcategoryid=0&fashionColor=White&resu
ltback=4080

4.

Gap: http://www.gap.com/browse/product.do?vid=1&pid=982224012

5.

Ralph Lauren:
http://www.ralphlauren.com/product/index.jsp?productId=61797246
&utm_source=CSE&utm_medium=Google_PLA&utm_campaign=CA&utm_con
tent=WomenShirts&CAWELAID=120209620000245840&CAGPSPN=pla&gclid=CNppsvCk8gCFUuVfgodd8AOkA

Is its design comparable to like objects (Is the overall design a set style?) Yes.
It’s a standard button-up, common for business attire/dress shirts (see links above).
What stage of development or evolution does this artifact represent when
with both older and more recent objects of a similar type? (Does the design aid in
dating?) Because the basic characteristics of the dress shirt has not altered significantly
since its origins, Everlane’s Cotton Lawn is not so drastically different that it easily
distinguishes itself to a certain time period. The material, construction, and company
name provides more information about the time period of the artifact than the design. The
collection the Cotton Lawn is presumed to belong to was first announced via Everlane’s
Facebook Page July 9, 2014, and purchased during the summer season of 2015 (Everlane,
2014).
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What degree of sophistication is represented by the artifact? (style, method

of construction, etc.) Being completely machine-made emphasizes the concept that the
country where the shirt was produced (China) houses a competent infrastructure to
provide for the factory’s needs. As previously stated, the style of the shirt is “classic,”
where the overall silhouette stayed relatively the same.
Is the artifact a reproduction? No. It was purchased from Everlane’s online
website.
Function
Why was the artifact produced? The Cotton Lawn was a shirt produced to be
sold by Everlane in their 2014 collection (Everlane, 2014).
What function did this artifact perform? The shirt was not marketed for a
specific purpose, and is most likely meant to be a basic shirt for whatever the customer’s
intended purpose is, possibly business attire, casual wear, or sportswear.
How well did the artifact perform its intended function? The performance of
the shirt is dependent on the customer’s intended function for it. Although I purchased
the shirt, I have yet to wear it and can not rate its performance.
Was the object’s functional performance affected by its design, materials
used, construction methods employed or the ornamentation applied? (Does any of
these hinder or reduce the artifact’s effectiveness?) This does not appear to be the
case. TBD
Does the artifact’s function reveal anything about its maker/owner? Not
specifically.
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Provenance
Where and when was the object produced? The shirt was made in a factory in
Hangzhou, China, probably within the last year (Everlane, 2015b).
Who was the maker? Everlane was the company, the name of the factory is
unknown. The specific people who actually constructed this specific shirt are also
undetermined and untraceable.
Where and how was the artifact used? This is dependent on who purchases the
shirt. I intend to wear it for various occasions.
Who was the original owner of the object? It is a new shirt. Because I
purchased it and aim to keep it, I am the original owner.
When and where did the original owner live and what was his social status,
trade, etc.? At the time that I purchased the shirt, I was a full time student studying at
Oregon State University in Corvallis, Oregon. In addition to academics, I also worked as
a tutor for international students, rode and worked at an equine facility, and come from a
middle class family.
Who were the subsequent owners and where? Plus any other info on the
object’s history, owners, and maker(s), etc. N/A

Value
What was the artifact’s value to its original owner? The price at Everlane is
$58, while the standard retail price is $110 (Everlane, 2015a).
Did ownership of this type of artifact reflect the social or economic status of
the original owner? The price zone of this shirt predictably falls under the “better price
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zone,” as do many store brands such as Banana Republic (Burns et al, 2011, pp. 147148). Although people of various socio-economic statuses have the ability to purchase
this shirt, a better price range points towards a middle class target audience.
What value was placed on the object by society? The shirt is seen simply as an
article of clothing by society. However, because people purchase this specific shirt and
one like it from the company, they support Everlane’s choice to make ethical business
practices and aid in maintaining the classic silhouette of the shirt.
What cultural value does it reveal? A tailored dress shirt is a versatile piece of
clothing generally associated with business attire, but also can be used for casual
everyday wear, which demonstrates that the American culture values this style of shirt.
What value does the object have to the society in which it was produced? To
the workers in Hangzhou, China, the shirt represents a small portion of their livelihood.
Although the workers themselves may not have the ability to purchase the shirt,
manufacturing the shirt provides them work and an opportunity to create a better life.
Additionally, because Everlane focuses on an ethical supply chain where they consider
the welfare of the workers, the shirt could symbolize the ways apparel companies operate
in an improved apparel industry.
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APPENDIX D
FLEUR de LIS Hand-Made Blouse Ads	
  	
  
	
  

Figure 49. A FLEUR de LIS blouse ad found in The Morning Oregonian: Sunday, May
27, 1920 for Meier & Frank 63rd Anniversary Sales. This ad shows the pricing range for
the blouses and indicates that these garments were available to Oregon customers.
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

Figure 50. A FLEUR de LIS blouse ad from the Dry	
  Goods	
  Economist:	
  January	
  21,	
  
1922: Volume 76, Issues 4044-4051. This ad details certain aspects of the brand and
demonstrates that these blouses were advertised in established shops in New York. 	
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Figure 51. A color FLEUR de LIS blouse ad from Harper’s Bazaar 1921, v. 56, p. 116. The
stylistic features of this blouse appear to be nearly identical to the one under analysis.
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Figure 52. A FLEUR de LIS blouse ad in the Virginia Times-Dispatch:
September 26, 1920, p. 4. This ad provides pricing and fabric information, and
notes that the work was done by “Phillipino natives.”
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APPENDIX E
Similar Extant “Armistice” Blouses
	
  

Figure 53. Extant Armistice Blouse #1 from University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill’s Costar Nineteenth Century Clothing Collection.
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Figure 54. Extant Armistice Blouse #2 from University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill’s Costar Nineteenth Century Clothing Collection.

Figure 55. Extant Overblouse #3 from University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill’s Costar Nineteenth Century Clothing Collection.
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1900-1915 Extant Blouses
(demonstrating style characteristics from that time period)

Figure 56. Extant Blouse #1 from University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Costar
Nineteenth Century Clothing Collection.
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Figure 57. Extant Blouse #2 from University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Costar
Nineteenth Century Clothing Collection.
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Figure 58. Extant lace shirtwaist blouses owned by Caroline Pittock Leadbetter
and displayed at Pittock Mansion. The blouse in the foreground is dated c. 1915;
the blouse in the background is dated c. 1910.
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Figure 59. Extant blouse c. 1918 from the Benton County Museum. Details of the blouse
include lace, pintucks, and embroidery. From observation, the blouse appears to be
machine-made.

Figure 60. Wrap front detail of the extant c. 1918 blouse from the Benton County
Museum
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Figure 61. Extant blouse front, c. 1914 from the Benton County Museum. Details include
drawnwork, a tie in the back, and a long front than back.

Figure 62. Extant blouse back, c. 1914 from the Benton County Museum.

	
  

Figure 63. Collar and front detail view of the extant c. 1914 blouse from the Benton
County Museum. Embroidery and drawnwork is visible.
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